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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never quite
got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at the maps
on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on the west coast of
Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - one of the largest bays in
this country - which includes southern part of the state of Nayarit to the north
and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. Thanks to its privileged location
-sheltered by the Sierra Madre mountains- the Bay is well protected against
the hurricanes spawned in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on
October 25, 2002, but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200
kms north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands,
thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 325,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average
of 300 sunny days per year. The temperature
averages 28°C (82°F) and the rainy season
extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great
variety of animal species such as iguana,
guacamaya, deer, raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses
two Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the
Marieta Islands - where diving is allowed under
certain circumstances but fishing of any kind is
prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit
of the humpback whales, dolphins and manta
rays in the winter. During the summer, sea turtles,
a protected species, arrive to its shores to lay
their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly
on tourism, construction and to a lesser degree,
on agriculture, mainly tropical fruit such as
mango, papaya, watermelon, pineapple,
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
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CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal
currency in Mexico although Canadian and
American dollars are widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with
different routes. Current fare is $7.50 Pesos
per ticket and passengers must purchase
a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined
zones of the town. Do not enter a taxi without
agreeing on the price with the driver FIRST.
If you are staying in a hotel, you may want to
check the rates usually posted in the lobby.
Also, if you know which restaurant you want
to go, do not let the driver change your mind.
Many restaurateurs pay commissions to taxi
drivers and you may end up paying more than
you should, in a second-rate establishment!
There are 2 kinds of taxi cabs: those at the
airport and the maritime port are usually vans
that can only be boarded there. They have
pre-fixed rates per passenger. City cabs are
yellow cars that charge by the ride, not by
passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
many drivers let you off at the beginning of
the area, near Hidalgo Park. However, your
fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so why
walk 10 to 15 blocks to the main plaza, the
Church or the flea market? Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the
driver! Note the number of your taxi in case
of any problem, or if you forget something
in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can
help you check it out or lodge a complaint.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is
on Central Time, as is the area of the State of
Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the north to the
Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho,
Punta Mita, etc. North of Lo De Marcos,
Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.

TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the
cost of long distance calls from your hotel
room. Some establishments charge as much
as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from
the U.S. and Canada may be programmed for
local use, through Telcel and IUSAcell, the local
carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re
calling. Omit the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15%
of the bill at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys,
taxis, waiters, maids, etc. depending on the
service. Some businesses and offices close from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later.
In restaurants, it is considered poor manners
to present the check before it is requested, so
when you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, por
favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a
higher rate of exchange than the exchange
booths (caja de cambio), though not all offer
exchange services to foreigners. Better yet,
if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds
from your account back home. Try to avoid
exchanging money at your hotel. Traditionally,
those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel
is everything you ever dreamed of, you should
experience at least a little of all that Vallarta
has to offer - it is truly a condensed version of
all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos
and Ixtapa, were developed. Millions have
been spent to ensure that the original “small
town” flavor is maintained downtown, in the
Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a
Mexican vacation must inevitably lead to an
encounter with Moctezuma’s revenge is just
that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification
of purity for human consumption. It is one of
only two cities in Mexico that can boast of such
accomplishment. True, the quality of the water
tested at the purification plant varies greatly
from what comes out of the tap at the other end.
So do be careful. On the other hand, most large
hotels have their own purification equipment
and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified
bottled water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American
tourists often fall in love with one of the many
stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. Many would like to
bring it back with them, but believe that the laws
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would
like to bring a cat or a dog back home, call the
local animal shelter for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning
would be to take one of the City Tours offered
by the local tour agencies. Before boarding,
make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off
the beaten path. Explore a little. Go farther than
the tour bus takes you. And don’t worry - this is
a safe place.
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by e-mail to: avineberg@yahoo.com
PV Mirror es una publicación semanal.
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y
contenido en tramite.
Prohibida la
reproducción total o parcial de su
contenido, imágenes y/o fotografías sin
previa autorización por escrito del editor.

Note:
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with public interest announcements,
the deadline for publication is:
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Monday of the week
prior to publication.
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e-mail address and/or tel. number for
verification purposes only. If you do
not want your name published, we will
respect your wishes. Letters & articles
become the property of the PVMIRROR
and may be edited and/or condensed
for publication. The articles in this
publication are provided for the purpose
of entertainment and information only.
The PV Mirror City Paper does not
accept any responsibility or liability for
the content of the articles on this site
or reliance by any person on the site’s
contents. Any reliance placed on such
information is therefore strictly at such
person’s own risk.
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We saw the small ad in the PV Mirror for
performances by “Los Bambinos” and having
heard they are very good, we were inspired to
check out their website www.bambinostrattoria.
com to find out more. The ad says that they are on
314 Aguacate, corner B. Badillo but we discovered
they are actually on the corner of Aguacate and
Carranza, just one block east of Insurgentes, in
the Romantic Zone. Los Bambinos have their
own restaurant there, serving “Homestyle Italian
Food”. We attended one of their recent “Fiesta
Latina Para Bailar” Friday night performances.
The overall experience was fantastic and our
only surprise was that there were several empty
tables. We chose to have dinner there before the
show, while several other tables of people just
came for drinks and the show. We had a fairly
simple 3-course meal of salad, a pasta dish and
dessert. The food was good, nothing fancy, and
to be honest, we would have liked a larger serving
of the pasta but it was probably plenty for most
people. The Apple Strudel for dessert, served
with ice cream, was really fabulous and we
would go back just for that! Prices are extremely
reasonable and the service was good.
However, the absolute highlight of the evening
was the show! Wow! The four very good
looking brothers are all excellent musicians with
incredible voices and their harmonies are simply
beautiful. They were accompanied by a superb
drummer who we were told comes from Cuba.
We recognized many of the songs in Spanish
and there were a few of Frankie Valli songs too.
The show was professional, exciting and hugely
entertaining. We were inspired to write this letter
to you because it is not a huge place and we think
the only possible reason for empty tables on a
Friday night is that people just don’t know about
it or they are not sure where it is located. We will
definitely be going back often!
PV Music Lovers

DEAR EDITOR,
Now you may think: “yet another solicitation
to give money”. Yes... but for a very, very good
cause, organized by Mexican families of children
with intellectual disabilities.

Where and when:
CAFÉ DES ARTISTES,
740 Guadalupe Sánchez downtown
Friday, January 19th at 6:30 p.m.
The ticket includes a cocktail,
dinner with wine & dance / Disco night
Please join us for the price of $1,300. pesos
per ticket, available from me:

(See location number on Central Map)

DEAR EDITOR,
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Matthias Vogt
Cell: 322 213-0038, land line 222-4019 or
email: matthias.pv@gmail.com

DEAR EDITOR,
I have been coming to Puerto Vallarta annually
for the last 12 years and am always pleased to try
new restaurants as well as to visit old favorites.
For the last 4 or 5 years, I have eaten the best
hamburgers ever at Derby Burger on Olas Altas
in the Romanic Zone on the south side of town.
To my dismay, they were no longer there when I
arrived this year.
But the good news is I found the beef! They
moved to a new location: 130 Calle Rodolfo
Gomez. That is, it is now tucked away in
the middle of Rodolfo Gomez and Francisca
Rodriguez between Olas Altas and the Malecon
(behind La Piazzetta). You can enter from either
street. The advantage of the new location is that
it is spacious and able to accommodate larger
tables and more people. And importantly, the
food is still the same wonderful I remembered.
The burgers are incredible - the tastiest I have
ever eaten. The salads are delicious.
Continued on next page...

(See location number on Central Map)

avineberg@yahoo.com

I am proud to be able to help out and I know that,
you as well, will read this with great attention and
join us for a good cause to help young adults with
intellectual disabilities to further their education,
create job possibilities and artistic activities.
The charity’s intention is to BUILD a center of
activities where they and their families can have
training courses for better professional skills and,
in general, opportunities for a better life.
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The fries are crispy and perfectly seasoned.
They even offer milk shakes and are open
for lunch and dinner. Thank you, Walter and
Carlos, for your perfectly cooked food and the
new comfortable accommodations.
Mateo

DEAR EDITOR,
In relation to the letter about Hacienda de
Carlota, I would like to give my version of the
service we received on New Year´s Eve. Having
decided at the last minute to try the remodeled
restaurant due to an ad in the Mirror, we
arrived without reservations but we were seated
immediately, even though the restaurant was
full of people. We received excellent service
from the staff, and the owner came over to our
table to greet us. The roast beef was very tender
and delicious. We enjoyed the music by Bob
with his saxophone. On leaving, the waitress
accompanied me to the door, since I walk with
a cane and she helped me down the steps.
I plan to return soon and hope that your
readers will visit this charming hacienda, one
of the historic spots of Vallarta.

We have heard of several reports about
Westjet not having immigration forms on their
planes.
This has to add very long line-ups and delays
at customs. We have also heard we can print off
immigration forms before we get to our airport.
Do they cost $ 20.00? Could you investigate?
Ken Lawrence
Dear Mr. Lawrence,
Westjet is not the only airline that isn’t
handing out those forms any more. Yes, you can
print them out by logging in to:
https://www.mexicotouristcard.com/
And they are FREE.
The Ed.

DEAR EDITOR,

Monroe and Donna Davids
(Snow Birds)

(See location number on Central Map)

My wife and I have returned for our 24th
winter to Puerto Vallarta. Today, 1/5 was our
first full day here and of course we transported
ourselves to the Marsol Market. As we entered
we saw many old friends from years past.

Then to our delight we ran into a friend, who
lives her life with true purpose - that of helping
others, less fortunate. She and her friends
deserve much credit for the work that they do.
Rebbeca Roth is involved in a project with
Original Friends Dolls, dolls created in prison
by women often illegally incarcerated in the
Puente Grande Women’s Prison of Jalisco
State. My wife and I have been purchasing
and collecting these dolls for years.
The money from the dolls goes directly
to the women in prison to keep their small
cottage industry alive. It gives the women
purpose and also assists in legal fees to present
their cases to the courts.
These dolls are all one of a kind, make great
presents and support a fabulous local cause.
These dolls can be seen Thursdays at the
Marina Thursday Night Market along the
malecon at Marina Vallarta, Fridays at the
Marsol market by the pier, and Saturdays at
Three Hens and a Rooster Market on Carranza
Street. This personal journey will be well
worth the trip.

(See location number on Central Map)

Barbara Peters

DEAR EDITOR,
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Jay Sadler Project

The Annual PV Poker Tour
sponsored by Murphy’s Irish Pub,
Steve’s Sports Bar, Escondida
Sports Bar, The Salty Caesar,
Nacho Daddy, All Access & Bar
La Playa and Kelly’s Pour Favor is
Saturday January 20th at 1 pm.
Participants will be required to
make a $150 peso donation to take
part in the event which will start at
1:00 pm at Steve’s Sports Bar, then
to Escondida Sports Bar, The Salty
Caesar, Nacho Daddy, All Access &
Bar La Playa, Kelly’s Pour Favor,
and will finish up around 5:00 at
Murphy’s Irish Pub with a raffle
drawing and the poker hand winners.
Transportation will be provided by
the participating bars - players can
ride in the shuttle or walk.
You will be given a card at each
stop (7 total) and the best hand
using 5 cards will be the winners.
Entertainment at Murphy’s by Bob
Tansen. As in past years we will
have a selection of Tequila and
Vanilla in addition Patron Tequila.
Fifty percent of the donation
proceeds will be divided between the
Torpedos (Pop Warner Football) and
JSP Community Relations Projects.
The other half will be distributed to
the Poker winners, with first place

receiving 50 percent, second place
receiving 30 percent and third place
with 20 percent.
Youth
Sports,
which
is
highly supported by the JSP
features Futbol Americano in the
Banderas Bay area and includes
Vallarta’s
“Torpedos”.
They
operate similar to US Pop Warner
football with ages 7 to 18 boys and
girls playing.
Through the Jay Sadler Project,
the Recreation Director of the
municipality and DIF will set up
a basketball league at the Aurora
Recreation Center. To start, we are
sponsoring 4 teams of 10 players
per team and 4 coaches. The JSP
will pay for the coaches, balls, and
shirts. We are recruiting players
now and hope to start in March.
Jon Murphy an excellent basketball
player at the Coast Guard Academy,

Foundation); building a wall and
painting desks at the Jesus Ruiz
Aquilar School in San José del
Valle; painting and repairs at the
Santa Barbara Rehabilitation Clinic
and assisting San Ignacio Assist in
building a community center. In
2017, 30 projects were completed.
The Torpedos Puerto Vallarta
Football are on Facebook and The
Jay Sadler Project A.C. has a web
page @ www.jaysadlerproject.com
Advance tickets may be purchased
at any of the above locations - all
of which are located in Old Town
and Downtown Puerto Vallarta.
Steve’s Sports Bar is located at
#286 Basilio Badillo in Old Town.
Jim Mawdesley 322 156 6327 or
Donna Wong 322 190 5550.
You won’t want to miss this!
Donations gratefully accepted.

and owner of Murphy’s Irish Pub
will be holding clinics for the
players in April.
In addition the JSP contributes
to the community through various
fundraising efforts working with
the Recreation Director of the
municipality.
These institutions include Day
Care Centers, Senior Citizens
Homes, Schools for the Disabled
and Deaf, Public Schools in rural
areas and other private institutions
needing building maintenance. For
a list of some of the projects go to
www.jaysadlerproject.com
Future JSP Community Relations
Projects include painting and
repairs to the DIF Orphanage for
boys in Coapinole; a building
addition at the School for the Deaf
(in partnership with Club Rotario
Puerto Vallarta and Punta de Mita

(See location number on Central Map)

Dennis Rike
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(See location number on Central Map)

Barbara Peters
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If you appreciate the rich Mexican culture and
the dedicated artisans who continue to produce
collectible crafts and products, you will love
shopping at the Marsol Friday market. Did you
know that tree bark from Puebla can be transformed
into paper and intriguing art wall hangings? The
coppersmiths from Michoacan make all sorts of
copper utensils, and examples of a special artist´s
creations along with prized ceramic bowls and plates
are presented by one of our local art experts.
Talavera pottery, the colorful plates, bowls, cups
etc. is a traditional Mexican product which dates back
to the Spanish majolica. Add a touch of brightness
to your home while encouraging the artisans who
produce these items.
The Huichol Indians who live in the state of Nayarit
produce intricate beaded masks, bowls, animal figures
as well as yarn paintings reflecting their traditions and
beliefs. Take some home to show your friends how
each bead is placed individually in a base of beeswax,
requiring countless hours of labor.

Every week you will see new whimsical sculpture
creations in metal and rocks and unique jewelry
pieces by a local artist. Oaxaca is home to the wood
carvers who make the Alebrijes or fantastic animals
and dragons that they say come out of the mountains.
Each individual piece of a figure is carved, painted
and is put together to form the final creation.
Textiles from Oaxaca, Chiapas and Guatemala also
reflect a long tradition of embroidery and designs
which are labor intensive, such as pillow covers,
handbags, and clothing for the entire family.
Hand crafted leather bags, wallets, sandals and hats
set you apart from wearing mass produced leather
products. These are great gift items.
Visit the Marsol Market by the pier every Friday
from 9:30 to 1:30 p.m. on the closed street, Francisca
Rodriguez, which leads to the popular Los Muertos pier.
We are located in the lobby of the historic Hotel Marsol,
protected from the sun and rain and offer live guitar
music. You will also find free English newspapers to
keep up with all the things going on in Vallarta. Put
Friday morning on our calendar as a weekly excursion,
and you can bring your dogs since we are pet friendly.

(See location number on Central Map)

Democrats Abroad Costa Banderas presents
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To kick start the Get Out the Vote effort, Democrats
Abroad is sponsoring a free voter forum at Act II on
Monday, January 15th, from 11:30 am to 2:30 pm.
A presentation will be held from 12 to 2 in the
Red Room, but come early to meet and talk with
fellow Democrats in the bar about how you can help
get out the vote from Puerto Vallarta. Or join us
afterwards. Free appetizers and a cash bar.
Presenting will be Paul Crist, a local businessman
and former Senate staffer who will concentrate on
the races that show the most promise for Democratic
wins. Paul has degrees in Political Science and
International Economics. The second presenter
is Mike Hais, co-author of three books on the
millennial generation and past VP of Entertainment
Research at Frank N. Magid Associates. He will
discuss the emerging majority coalition within
the Democratic Party that can make a difference
if activated. Anna Maria Davis, a dual citizen of
Mexico and the U.S., is a pioneer producer of films
dealing with the cultural interface of Mexico and
the U.S. She will focus on issues affecting the

Hispanic vote in the U.S. and strategies for increasing
the dual citizen vote from Mexico in U.S. elections.
This panel will be moderated by Tobe Jensen, Chair
of Democrats Abroad Costa Banderas. The forum
will be videotaped for later distribution.
Currently, the Senate and House line-up for 2018
still poses real obstacles for Democrats as they seek
a path back to the majority in Congress. But party
officials also see opportunities on the horizon to flip
enough seats to reclaim control of Congress, dent
GOP advantages in statehouses and diminish Trump’s
political sway in the final two years of his term.
Democrats need to flip 24 seats for a House
majority. In the Senate, Democrats must defend 10
seats in states where Trump won. With Doug Jones’
defeat of Roy Moore in Alabama, they need to net a
two-seat gain.
This forum will provide insight into opportunities
and strategies for upending the dynamics in
Washington. Please come and share your thoughts!
Act II is on the north side of Basilio Badillo, corner
of Insurgentes.
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Pasitos de Luz and Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic

Next game: Wednesday, January 17, 2018
Cards go on Sale 3 p.m., Games start at 4 p.m.
At Nacho Daddy’s Restaurant

(See location number on Central Map)

Happy New Year! Another fun-filled Bingo Charity Fundraiser is being held on
Wednesday, January 17! All proceeds support Colina Spay & Neuter (free spay and
neuter services for cats and dogs to those who are unable to pay help) and the children
of Pasitos de Luz (non-profit organization that provides care and rehabilitation for
disabled children from low-income families in Puerto Vallarta).
Our bingo games are played on paper cards and we supply ink daubers! Buy a
package of seven games for $100 pesos or VIP bingo package for $300 which includes
not only the games, but 5 tickets for our amazing Raffle and 50/50 Blackout Game!
Each game allows you three chances to win. The winner of each game receives a bingo
bag full of great certificates generously donated by local restaurants and businesses!
The final blackout game pays the winner cash with the winner taking home half the
pot in pesos! Last Bingo, the blackout winner went home with $1750 pesos!
“Pick your own” Raffle prizes can include: Wine and wine glasses, bottle of
tequila, ACT II theatre tickets, Diamond International diamond earrings, and
very generous gift cards from the following businesses: Diamond International,
Barcelona Tapas, Langostinos Restaurant, Cheeky Monkey, Sea Monkey,
Alexander A Salon, Cassandra Shaw Jewelry, and Lucy’s CuCu Cabaña! The
more raffle tickets you buy the more chances to win!
Extra Card to play!
Bring to bingo 3 or more pieces of new or gently used clothing and Kathleen Palmer,
owner of Deja New Consignment, will sell them at her store and donate a percentage of
the proceeds to whichever charity, you specify Pasitos de Luz or Colina Spay & Neuter.
You receive one FREE bingo card for each of the seven regular games.
Bingo is played upstairs at Nacho Daddy’s (287 Basilio Badillo). The room is large, airconditioned and smoke free. Children are welcome. Come play bingo, have fun, support
these amazing charities and enjoy the great atmosphere, food and beverage specials!
Please give a shout out to and support our amazing sponsors: ACT II, Red Room,
Diamonds International, Alexander A Salon, Lucy’s CuCu Cabaña, Langostinos,
Cheeky Monkey, Sea Monkey, Bagel World, Deja New Consignment, Dr. Rachel
Holistic Chiropractic, Barcelona Tapas, Nacho Daddy, Cassandra Shaw Jewelry, Fab
Fabric Fellows, Marcia Blondin, and more!

(See location number on Central Map)

The Home Tours run by the
International Friendship Club
(IFC) are a small but vital part
of the social fabric of Mexicans
living in Puerto Vallarta. All
of the proceeds of the tours
are used to support projects
and organizations that help
educational, dental, medical,
cultural and social services in
this city.
Our financial help to
education includes sponsoring
teachers at the Volcanes
Community Education Project
and purchasing and distributing books through the American
School and the British American schools to very poor rural
areas close to Puerto Vallarta.
We help to deliver dental services free to residents of Boca
de Tomatlan and we bring medical staff from Guadalajara to
assess and treat children with cleft palates from around the
Bay of Banderas.
We support local kids in various cultural activities
including the PV Youth Orchestra and ALAS - School of
Song. The help we give to social service organizations
include SETAC Solidaridad. IFC donations pay for HIV
treatment and counseling for prevention and living with
HIV as well as baby formula for mothers with HIV. We
also support Corazon de Niña’s and Casa Hogar Maximo
Cornejo which are two orphanages for abandoned or abused
children.
So, one Tuesday or Wednesday morning, please take an
IFC Home Tour. Not only will you have an enjoyable tour
but you’ll also be supporting Mexicans who need your help.
Information on the tours is available at www.
toursforvallarta.com or by calling 222-5466.
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(See location number on Central Map)

John Warren
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The International Friendship Club (IFC) is now
offering a splendiferous array of activities for the
enjoyment of its members and visitors. Whether you
want to brush up on Mexican history or buy a rug that
you can brush, IFC has a deal for you!
Every Friday morning between now and February
9th, our resident history professor, Dr. Dan Grippo
(PhD in Latin American History), will present a series
of lectures titled Negotiating Paradise: the History of
Tourism in Mexico from 10:30 to 12 noon. A donation
to IFC is requested from attendees; $80 pesos from
IFC members and $100 pesos from non-members.
The goal of this lecture series is to provide an
understanding and appreciation of the richness and
complexity of North American tourism in Mexico by
examining its roots and development over the past two
centuries, from quiet beginnings to the booming multinational, multi-billion dollar industry it is today. Special
attention will be paid to the ambiguities and contradictions
of tourism - does it represent national development or
foreign exploitation, or a mixture of both?
Tourism in Mexico got off to a shaky start in
the 19th century era of Revolts and Railroads. It
blossomed in the 20th century in the aftermath of two
World Wars, fueled by diplomacy and drugs, beatniks
and expats, World Heritage sites, colonial cities, and
beachfront paradises.
And now, for something completely different… A
Qigong workshop. What, you might ask, is a Qigong
workshop? Maybe a step up from the game of Mahjongg? Maybe something to do with Quangdong, that
famous province of China?
No. Qigong (pronounced CHI-gong) is an ancient
Chinese healthcare system with proven medical
benefits, endorsed by Harvard Medical School studies.
It is a respected form of holistic, gentle exercise,
composed of easy flowing movements that gently
stretch the body, increasing the body’s ability to move
with ease and grace, and rejuvenate hips, shoulders,
knees, neck, and spine. Ah! Just what I need.
Qigong suits every level of practitioner. It can be
done standing or sitting in a chair.
Sessions will be held on Monday, January 29th,
from 2:15 to 4:15 p.m. and on Monday, February 5th,
from 2:15 to 3:45 p.m. Instructor Anya Kroth is a
Certified Qigong instructor with the National Qigong
Association and a yoga instructor certified through
the Yoga Alliance.

Donations to the Qigong workshop ($200 pesos)
will be used by IFC to help to its cleft palate medical
program, its dental outreach program in Boca De
Tomatlan and to support about twenty charities that
offer homes and love to orphans, help to disabled
kids, instruments to a youth orchestra and salaries or
teachers in after-school programs.
And now for the rug. The IFC will be having a
Bazaar and Rug Sale Wednesday, January 31st from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Rugs made by a local family will be
displayed and for sale at special prices.
At the bazaar, local vendors and artists will display
and sell their handmade goods or home treasures. If
you would like to rent a table to display your pies,
piñatas or pictures for sale please come to the office
and sign up before Friday January 26th. Tables are
$100 pesos each.
As well as these special events, IFC also offers
regular bridge classes on Monday mornings from 9 to
noon and movies on Monday evenings, starting at 6:30.
(Monday 15th,“Chinatown” is the film of choice and the
following Monday it is “Bonnie and Clyde”). Spanish
classes are available for four levels of competency on
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday mornings (See www.
ifcvallarta.com - Events for details). Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, the fabulous and famous IFC Home
Tours take place (see www.toursforvallarta.com ) For
those of us who would like some contemplation and
dialogue, Mary Alberts’ “Contemplative Dialogue”
sessions are held on Wednesdays from 12:30 to 2 p.m.,
while more raucous activities are scheduled on Fridays
with social bridge from 2 to 5 p.m., a chance to meet
and greet new friends during Happy Hour from 5 to 6
p.m. and then you can cement those new friendships
during the “Dine Out “ function that follows.
The IFC is proud to raise muchos pesos during “the
season” from generous supporters and attendees and then
to distribute all of its net income to medical and educational
programs and charities. Everyone is welcome to visit the
clubhouse located above HSBC bank downtown, just
where Insurgentes crosses the Rio Cuale.
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Gregg Sutton

Get out your party hats, put on your dancing shoes and mark the date
on your calendar: Friday, January 12th, for the first South Side Shuffle
of the new year.
The Shuffle, now in its eighth year, is put on twice or three times a
month by a group of twenty businesses centered on the 200 and 300
blocks of Basilio Badillo, in the heart of the Romantic Zone. The party
goes from six to ten pm, and is an event locals and visitors alike look
forward to with great anticipation.
The participating businesses (art galleries, shops, restaurants, clubs
and theaters) all serve complimentary beverages. Whether you want to
meet our local artists, or do some serious shopping, or listen to some
great music, or just walk around Vallarta’s favorite neighborhood
soaking up the festive atmosphere, the Shuffle is a wonderful way to
spend your Friday night.
The majority of the participating businesses are located on the 200
and 300 blocks of Basilio Badillo. But there are also some great places
to stop on nearby Constitution Street. In fact, the organizers have made
sure that this experience is a “compact” one. All twenty participants
are located in a short two block stretch, so no matter how “happy”
you get with all your complimentary drinks, you can still visit every
location with ease.
The Shuffle has so much to offer. One of the main attractions is
shopping. By chance, many of Vallarta’s finest shops and galleries
are located on the principle block of the party. Fine art, jewelry and
Mexican crafts of the very best quality can be found in abundance, not
to mention some great food and fabulous entertainment.
All the businesses on this magical stretch of Basilio Badillo
and Constitución streets have something special to offer. For the
opportunity to ogle, mingle, tipple and even purchase some really
wonderful art, it is an event not to be missed. The Southside Shuffle
really is a must. You’ll have a ton of fun.

So don’t forget to put it on your calendar:
Friday, January 12th, from 6 to 10 p.m.
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On the 25th of January, our Auction turns 18, and we want to
celebrate with you!
All of you know this is the biggest fundraiser in town, the oldest
and the only one where admittance is free of charge.
True to our colors, we keep our beautiful building and grounds
open to all, for free.
So, come and celebrate with us and help us to make this the best
Auction ever.
The focus will be on our Live Auction, where we have pledged to
present only the best pieces from the best artists in the region, we
have worked hard this year to heighten the quality and diversify the
works of art we put before your discerning eye.
The galleries, artists, collectors and friends that have helped us in
gathering this collection should be proud as the quality of the works
will allow us to boost our traditional Art Auction.
Last year we saw the biggest increase in donations come from the
silent auction and certificates (about 90,000 pesos) and this year it
will not be different. With certificates for amazing stays in beautiful
apartments and villas around the globe, we hope to repeat the $2,000
USD bid for last year’s Paris apartment on the Seine river.
The other certificates will be just as great, from seaside resorts in
Cabo San Lucas to bed and breakfast stays in San Miguel Allende,
the bidders will not be able to get enough of all the restaurants,
flowers, massages, tequila bottles, etc., etc.
Besides the Live Auction, our steady best sellers will be located in
the fixed priced area, where well priced, well chosen, smaller sized
works will be featured. Come early and choose a gift for yourself
that will last a lifetime.
Gary Thompson of Galería Pacífico and our own Maria Jose
Zorrilla will curate the event and will welcome Robert Buckheimer
for the first time to hold the auction for us.
Food and drink will be plenty and well priced and we will have again
Paella and BBQ steaks, done freshly before your eyes. Lots of it!

Prepare for an evening amongst friends, bring your wallet ready
to bid, and know that the Library, is stretching your donations to
cover the 52 workshops we hold every week and that benefit young
children, teenagers, and the senior community.
Remember, all of your donations will be wisely used to continue to
provide a haven for a lot of groups; our cinema club goers, our book
club folks, our yoga people, our comi-con community, the mangaanime youngsters, the avid newspapers readers, the musical crowd,
the dancers, the market vendors, the parents of our children’s literacy
group, and now, thanks to our new Moli coffee shop, coffee lovers.
We want to protect the environment that allows all of these groups to
thrive within our walls, within our grounds.
With over 5,000 users every month and sustained entirely by
your donations, we feel very proud of the service we provide to
our community, as we believe that nothing will change our town as
education will, all of our efforts go towards this most noble goal!
If you are an artist and would like to donate, please go to www.
bibliotecalosmangos.org/subasta-2018/
The Auction will be held at the Biblioteca Los Mangos Public
Library at 1001 Francisco Villa Ave. (one traffic light before you turn
to Costco). See us in the map https://goo.gl/maps/ BPRs8HScpHn
Tel.: 224-9966

(See location number on Central Map)
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January 18th, mark your calendar

Friends of Puerto Vallarta Animals will be holding a
fundraiser at Babel Bar on the island in the Rio Cuale.
The event will start at 6 and continue with food, fun and prizes
until 10:30 p.m.
FRIENDS is a volunteer group that visits the municipal animal
shelter twice a week on Wednesdays and Saturdays. They feed,
walk and bathe dogs and most importantly, socialize dog and
cats, assisting in getting our four-legged fur friends their fur-ever
homes. Why a fundraiser? FRIENDS supports the shelter with
funds for food and medicines. We supply food when necessary.
The shelter has a terrific staff, but more help is needed.
FRIENDS also employs 4 staff members in addition to the
staff provided by the city. Those employees head up the cat
department, adoptions, a cleaner and a dog walker for the days
when volunteers are not present.
That is where your donations go when attending this event.
Hope to see you there for a fun
evening for a great cause. Tickets are available at Cassandra
Shaw Jewelry, from Adriana at adrianariestra.com and at the
door. The price is $400 Pesos.
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Auto exports to US hit record high in 2017

Mexico would be unable to continue
exporting the same quantity of
vehicles to the U.S. “In a year when
there was a lot of uncertainty about
whether exports were going to be
affected ... I think that it’s important
to reiterate that not only did we reach
an all-time high export figure to the
world but we also reached a never
before seen number [of exports] to the
United States,” he said.
Nissan was the largest producer
of vehicles in Mexico last year,
manufacturing 829,262 units, followed
by General Motors with 805,758 and
Fiat Chrysler with 638,653. The Nissan
Sentra and Versa took out the top two
places in terms of exports followed by
the Volkswagen Jetta.
Despite achieving record highs last
year, production and export forecasts
for 2018 are even higher.
The AMIA said that at least four
million cars are projected to be made
in Mexico this year and around 3.2
million of them will be exported.
However, not all news out of the
sector was as positive as the export
and production growth. The domestic
market failed to keep pace, with
sales declining by 4.6%. And the top
three automakers — Nissan, General
Motors and Volkswagen — all
recorded sales declines in 2017.
Ford was also hit hard, experiencing
an almost 18% drop in sales.

The director of the Mexican
Association of Auto Distributors,
Guillermo Rosales, said that high
inflation was one of the biggest factors
behind the downturn in the Mexican
market.
Ford punished with
18% decline in sales
United States automaker Ford had
a bad year in Mexico in 2017 and
according to two industry analysts,
the election of President Donald
Trump was at least partially to blame.
After repeatedly being attacked
by Trump during the presidential
campaign for building new vehicles
in Mexico, Ford announced in
January 2017 that it was canceling the
construction of an auto plant in San
Luis Potosí where it had planned to
invest US $1.6 billion.
At the time, the now-former CEO of
Ford, Mark Fields, said the company
was encouraged by polices that the
then president-elect had repeatedly
declared he would pursue. Trump
announced his support for the decision

(See location number on Central Map)

have a negative impact on the sector.
Auto production increased 9% on
2016 figures and exports grew by
12.1%, the Mexican Auto Industry
Association (AMIA) reported. In
total, almost 3.8 million cars were
built in Mexico last year and just
over 3.1 million were exported. The
biggest export destination by far was
the United States, receiving more than
2.3 million Mexican-made vehicles.
AMIA president Eduardo Solís said
the figure represented “the highest
number of vehicles that we have
exported to that country in history.”
However, export growth to the
U.S. of 9.4% was slightly lower than
the overall increase, mainly because
shipments to other parts of the world
surged. Exports to Europe spiked
45.2%, driven by demand in Germany
where 96,753 cars were sent. Shipments
to Asia also increased significantly, up
38.1% on 2016 figures.
Exports to Mexico’s other NAFTA
partner, Canada, also grew but by a
more modest 8.5%.
AMIA also highlighted that vehicle
exports exceeded production in
December, something that has only
happened a few times before.
Solís said that the strong
performance of the sector was
particularly impressive considering
what has been said at the NAFTA
renegotiating table and rumors that

(See location number on Central Map)

The Mexican automotive industry
set new records for vehicle production
and exports in 2017 despite fears
that uncertainty surrounding the
renegotiation of the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) could
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market also had an effect on Ford, he
said. The most striking example of the
latter is South Korean manufacturer
Kia, which experienced almost 50%
sales growth last year.
Whatever the reasons, the company’s
vehicle sales declined by 17.7% on 2016
figures to 81,698 units, almost 7,000
fewer than 2009 when the automotive
sector as a whole experienced a slump.
Ford consequently dropped from the
sixth most popular make in Mexico
to eighth, surpassed by Honda and
Kia. Sales made by its luxury division
Lincoln fell by an even greater margin,
down 33.5% compared to 2016 numbers.
Another analyst agreed that the
auto plant’s cancelation had affected
the company’s sales but added that an
increase in the costs associated with
buying a Ford vehicle, especially aftersales service, had made the company
less competitive. The resale value is
also less than Japanese and Europeanmade cars, he added. Declining
demand in the export market rounded
out a bad year in Mexico for the
Detroit-based manufacturer.
(Sources: Mexiconewsdaily.com, El Universal)

(See location number on Central Map)

on Twitter on January 4, 2017: “Thank
you to Ford for scrapping a new plant
in Mexico and creating 700 new jobs
in the U.S….” he wrote.
However, the factory cancelation
prompted some potential customers,
including members of the Mexican
business sector and municipal
governments, to boycott the company
in retaliation. One automotive industry
analyst who spoke to the newspaper El
Universal on the condition of anonymity
agreed that the factory cancelation had
affected Ford’s reputation — and sales
— in Mexico.
However, he added that other
political and economic factors in the
United States had also had a negative
impact on its performance.
“… we’re jingoistic and that surely
affected the purchasing decisions of
a percentage of customers but there
were also inventory problems, the
supply of vehicles was limited. A new
compact model should have come out
in 2017 but its launch was delayed,”
the analyst said.
Financial challenges in the U.S.
and recent entrants to the Mexican
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(See location number on Central Map)

wins two Golden Globes
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Guillermo Del Toro won ‘Best Director’ for his film The Shape of
Water at the 2018 Golden Globe Awards, and he wasn’t about to let
anyone steal his glory.
After the orchestra began playing music after he barely began his
speech, Del Toro insisted he deserved more time since he had waited
so long for this accolade.
The Shape of Water director wasn’t going to let mood music ruin
his moment. “Lower the music,” he said, once the music began. “It’s
taken 25 years. Give me a minute. Give me a minute!”
His wish was the Golden Globes’ command because he got to
continue his acceptance speech.
“For 25 years I have handcrafted very strange little tales made of
motion, colour, light and shadow,” he explained. “In three precise
instances, these strange stories, these fables, have saved my life.
Once with Devil’s Backbone, once with Pan’s Labyrinth, and now
with Shape of Water, because as directors, these things are not just
entries in a filmography. We have made a deal with a particularly
inefficient devil that trades three years of our lives for one entry on
IMDb. And these things are biography and they are alive.”
The Shape of Water stars Octavia Spencer, Michael Shannon, Sally
Hawkins and Doug Jones.
Del Toro was nominated alongside Martin McDonagh for Three
Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri, Christopher Nolan’s Dunkirk,
Ridley Scott for All The Money In The World and Steven Spielberg
for The Post. The director’s speech wasn’t the only impassioned one
of the night - Oprah Winfrey gave a memorable monologue for her
acceptance of the Cecil B. DeMille award for excellent contributions
to the entertainment industry.
This is Del Toro’s first Golden Globe win.
The Shape of Water also leads this year’s BAFTA (the British
Academy of Film and Television Arts) film award nominations,
with 12 nods in total. The fantasy romance stars British actress Sally
Hawkins as a janitor who forms a relationship with an amphibious
creature being held in captivity.
Hawkins and Irish actress Saoirse Ronan are among those
nominated for best leading actress.
They face competition from Frances McDormand for Three
Billboards, and Margot Robbie, who is nominated for her portrayal
of controversial Olympic figure skater Tonya Harding in I, Tonya.
(Sources: www.independent.co.uk and bbc.com)

(See location number on Central Map)
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Incanto’s all-new Gospelicious Gospel Brunch is
light on religion and BIG on entertainment, receiving
rave reviews from a packed house during its recent
preview. The audience will enjoy delicious meal
selections and music by some truly amazing talent,
featuring The Holy Host Singers Hannah Brady,
Hulda Hix, and Luis Villanueva. Producer and
Musical Director David Troy Francis accompanies
at the piano with the Resurrection Band. Hosted
by Tracy Parks, it’s fun, uplifting and high-energy,
with great food and incredible music! Jan. 14, 28,
Feb. 11, 25, Mar. 11, 25 at 12 p.m. Advanced paid
reservations requested.
Thirsty Burlington (aka: Scott Townsend) is an
internationally known entertainer, and the subject/star
of the recently released award-winning independent
film ‘Thirsty’. An entertainment veteran of over
25 years, Thirsty performs all live vocals and is
known primarily for his spot-on impersonation of
entertainment icon Cher. “You do me better than I do
me” - Cher. Playing Jan. 10 - 27 at 9:30 p.m.
The UK’s, Zoë Lewis, appearing Jan. 11 - 28, is
literally ‘A band in a body’! She plays jazz, jump
jive, Latin grooves, swing, international folk, and
funk originals on everything from the piano to
the spoons! Vaudevillian, storyteller, and singersongwriter, she has toured with Judy Collins, Pat
Benatar and The Indigo Girls. Her music is upbeat,
amusing and perfect for all ages.
Bohemia Viva debuts their all-new show ‘The
Sound Garden’ on Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m. A fresh,

lively sound with all-new music, arrangements and
an exciting new presentation. Special guests will
join throughout the season through mid-April.
Luna Rumba’s DUENDE returns to Incanto with an
all-new show on most Fridays at 7 p.m. An eclectic
blend of multiple genres including Flamenco, Celtic,
Rumba and more, DUENDE features creativity, art,
and dance melded with all-new music and their
signature high-energy performances.
Paco Ojeda On Music presents Liberace, Oh My! A
tribute to Mr. Showmanship with Salvatore Rodriguez
at the piano on Jan. 15 at 7 p.m. He will also present
the life and music of award-winning French composer
Michel Legrand. Many of his most popular songs
were translated to English, and you’ll be surprised at
how many you’ll recognize! Special Guest, singersongwriter Zoë Lewis, Jan. 16 at 4 p.m. There will be
a follow up screening of the Legrand scored film, The
Umbrellas of Cherbourg, on Jan. 18 at 4 p.m.
New Zealander, singer-songwriter, Jackie Bristow
plays original folk and country and has opened for
many of her musical heroes, including Bonnie Raitt,
Foreigner, and The Steve Miller Band. Having
made quite an impression last spring, she returns
to Incanto accompanied again by guitarist March
Punch. Jan. 18 - Feb. 1.
Geo Uhrich of Luna Rumba partners with Lobo
(formerly of Willie & Lobo) for a series of concerts
featuring their blend of musical magic in ‘Arte Puro’.
“I had fun jamming with Geo and I look forward
to what we can do together”. The concept for Arte

Puro is to find the magic that two small wooden
boxes can create”. – Lobo. Early reservations are
recommended. Jan. 19, Feb. 16, Mar. 16 at 7 p.m.
Classic stage comedy ‘Greater Tuna’, stars
Ron Spencer and Tracy Parks and is now playing
through March. With over twenty characters played
by just two actors, with forty-two costume changes,
it’s a wild, fun ride to smalltown Tuna, TX, chockfull of eccentric characters with small minds and big
hearts. Directed by Karen Baker.
Jean-Guy Comeau plays piano on Mon. and
Thurs. at 5 p.m. Joby Hernandez plays classic rock/
pop on Mon. 7:30 p.m. and Wed. at 5 p.m. Stolie
plays ‘Acoustic Tuesdays’ during Happy Hour at 5
p.m. Latcho and Andrea: The Blond Gypsies play
gypsy/flamenco select Tues. at 7 p.m. Tongo plays
Latin/Cuban rhythms with handmade instruments
on Tues. at 7:30 p.m. The Red Suitcases play Wed.
and Sun. at 7:30 p.m. Open Mic is Thurs. at 7:30
p.m. The Joanie Show’ starring Joan Houston with
Bob Bruneau plays Fri. at 5 p.m. Hannah Brady
sings jazz/blues Fri. at 7 p.m. accompanied by Adel
on piano. Bingo With Pearl is held on Sat. at 4 p.m.
Media Luna plays Sat. at 7:30 p.m. Watch for their
theater shows with their full band starting Jan. 29.
Pianist Dennis Crow plays standards and showtunes
Sun. at 5 & 10 p.m., Wed. at 10 p.m., Fri. at 9 p.m.,
Sat. at 10 p.m. with vocalist Luis Villanueva. Pearl’s
Gurlz Drag Revue plays on select Sat. at 9:30 p.m.
Salsa dancing/lessons with instructor Francisco
Ledezma is held Sun. at 8 p.m. on the upper terrace.

Tickets are available at www.IncantoVallarta.com with no online fees. Box Office hours are 9 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. daily. Casual dining is always available.
Happy Hour 2 to 6 p.m. daily. Contact General Manager Gilberto Figueroa for group and special event bookings at Incantopv@gmail.com
Incanto is located at 109 Insurgentes (at the Rio Cuale). Call 223 9756 for reservations.
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Catherine Caldera
Publicity Director

“7 Ways to Say I Love
You” plays Thursdays through
Saturdays, Jan. 18 to Feb. 3. Two
actors play 12 characters in a collection
of funny, sweet, silly, poignant, and
stylistically diverse short love stories.
Scenarios range from the awkwardness
of asking out a pizza store clerk, to a
film noir-style revenge comedy.
Chicago
actors
Melissa
Tropp and Andrew Jordan, from last
season’s closing production of “Over the
River and Through the Woods,” return
to the Boutique stage. Join us in this
exploration of heart, grief, pain, and
humor, as the plays dance around the
eternal human theme of love.
-------Reviewer Gary Becks calls “Into the
Woods (LITE)” a delightful evening
of witches, curses, wolves and schemes
… a wonderful example of commuity
theatre, of which Puerto Vallarta can
be proud.” It plays Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays, closing Jan. 13.
Ralph Hyman directs this musical
romp, with all your favorite fairy
tale characters coming to life. The
Big Bad Wolf, Cinderella, and Little

Red Riding Hood are also among
the players in this diverse cast of 14
singers. Musical director is Marcia
Hootman.
-------“Patsy Cline’s Jukebox” is Mikki
Prost’s seventh season performing
her heart-warming tribute show. This
year›s twist is the jukebox format,
in which audience members get to
choose their favorite Patsy songs for
Mikki to sing. Each week, a different
all-request show will be presented.

The show is at 6 p.m. Tuesdays, and
continues Jan. 16 and 23. Mikki pays
homage to the country music legend,
sharing stories about the singer’s life,
as well as recreating her beautiful
music. Mikki researches, writes, and
performs her own one-woman shows,
and is known for her warm rapport
with her audiences.
-------“Time2Play,” a band of Puerto
Vallarta musicians, was formed
in 2010, chatting over brunch at
Daiquiri Dick›s. Inspired by the
musical and theatrical variety in PV,
several long-time friends found they

shared an itch: the desire to play, sing,
and perform together. Some of them
go back 45 years, to their college
days in Canada.
Don MacLachlan was involved
with folk and pop music, and enjoyed
an active involvement in both the
performing and technical aspects of
musical theater. Garry Carson, a
Canadian singer and musician, was a
winter resident of PV, also interested
in kick-starting a musical career that
had been set aside for decades. Mary
MacLachlan, Don’s wife of 43 years,
spent her professional life performing
and teaching classical violin, but
confessed to a lifelong desire to also
sing and to play with less formality.
They were joined by fellow
Canadian Lois Rogers, Choir
Master for PV’s SYNG! choir,
and Joy Lehman, a gifted singer and
permanent resident of PV.
Time2Play concerts are at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Feb.
8, 9 and 10.
Garry Carson is also host for
the popular Time2Play Open Mic
Nights, where anyone can share
their love of music and performing.
Admission is just 50 pesos, free for
anyone to takes the stage. Open Mics
are at 7 p.m.Jan. 17, Jan. 30, Feb.
28, and March 14.
-------TED Talk Tuesdays bring people
together who love learning, from 10
a.m. to 12 noon, every other Tuesday.
Also new is a no-host breakfast menu,
offered by the Nacho Daddy kitchen,
featuring items like breakfast burritos.
Coffee and all other beverages are
available for purchase.

ABOUT THE BOUTIQUE DINNER THEATRE

TED Talk Tuesdays offer insights
and inspirations from local experts in
a variety of fields and pursuits.
-------January 23: Petr Myska—
Photographer, Biologist, Author.
“Nature: Puerto Vallarta’s Greatest
Asset.”
-------February 6: Kathleen Naomi
Atkins and Todd Atkins—New
Owners, XocoDiva Chocolates.
“Chocolates: A Valentine’s Day
Love Story.”
-------February 20: Sol Rose—
Restaurateur, Singer, Stage Star.
“From Melodies to Meatloaf: How
To Succeed in Business WITH Really
Trying.”
-------Lynne
Dellinger
will
direct “Coming Apart,” which
opens with a couple announcing to
each other, simultaneously, “I want a
divorce ...” It›s about falling in love,
staying in love, and life choices. The
Preview Night Party for this romantic
comedy falls, with a delicious irony,
on Valentine’s Day, Feb. 14.
-------“Par for the Corpse,” directed
by Barbara J. Harris, plays at
6 p.m., Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays, March 8-24. A classic
murder mystery, with lots of humor,
unfolds on 10 unsuspecting guests
at a posh retreat in the woods of the
Catskill Mountains. A popular novelist,
a famous fashion model, a stage star,
and other jet-setters struggle to figure
out what’s really going on, and why
guests keep dropping dead.

The theater is located upstairs at Nacho Daddy, 287 Basilio Badillo, in the Zona Romantica district of Puerto Vallarta.
Theater and concert-lovers can also enjoy dinner an hour before each show. Choose from Fillet Mignon, Chicken Cordon Bleu
(with potato and vegetables), or a vegetarian Chile Relleno (with rice and beans). The delicious meals include a salad and dessert.
Follow The Boutique Dinner Theatre on Facebook. For tickets, go to www.btpv.org

(See location number on Central Map)

2 actors, 7 ways to say 3 little words
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(See location number on Central Map)
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The reactions from the audiences range from spectacular to
unbelievable as we continue our 2018 season at The Palm Cabaret
& Bar. Once again, we welcome some familiar faces as well as
some new one as we move forward to the second have of our
season. Make sure to get your tickets early, as shows often sell
out. You don’t want to miss your chance to see the show you’ve
heard so much about.  
Enormously popular local favorite Kim Kuzma returns at long
last to our stage January 22 and will begin a string of popular new
shows. If you have seen her once or ten times, every year promises
fresh material in her artistic style. She paved the paths here for
live entertainment over the years, many times performing in beach
clubs and meeting people as she walked Playa Los Muertos. Then
it is a doubleheader with consistently top drawer Miss Conception
opening her fabulous run the same day later in the evening. It is
one solid night of great singing, costumes, humor and admiration.
They do not come any better than this.
Varla Jean [Jeffery Roberson], who attended the School of Music
at Louisiana State University, boasts that Ernest Borgnine is her
father and Ethel Merman her mother. She enthralls the audience
into near nonstop laughter. She knows her trade and is not new to
the theatrical business. The show is one of those great fun nights.
Robust laughter is beneficial to everyone.
Amy Armstrong is our Entertainment Director with the voice
of an angel. She sings with various musical backing stylists as
Piel Canela, Nate Bucceri and Brandon & James: Latin to pop
to rock to classical and back. All three shows are terrific and
recommended. The room rocks then slows to a whisper. Suddenly
Amy goes into a monologue on life in Mexico splashed with her
witty hilarity. Her following is huge, rightfully so. She is not only
very humorous but possesses the greatest set of lungs around.

Paige Turner is one special actor who jokes, jibes and sings.
She is back right here on stage bringing her witty humor to break
up everyone. She has been called the Carol Burnett of Drag and
“Showbiz Spitfire”, one of the original creators, producers and
host of NYC’s live drag reality show “So You Think You Can
Drag”. Her shows take an hour or so to regain one’s composure.
One laughs at surprising subjects including yourself.
Coming Soon are some shows The Palm Cabaret is proud to offer
the public lovers of live entertainment. From San Jose, California,
vocalist and songwriter Eric Michael Krop returns to our shore.
From a young age, he geared toward music and would go to New
York where he would call home for the next ten years, appearing
in theater nationwide. Eric has focused his energy on songwriting
and recording. Most recently Eric has partnered with Grammynominated saxophonist and pianist Erica von Kleist.
Cabaret Project arrives very soon. Last year, Amy Armstrong
brought four of her friends whom she knew from Chicago musical
productions. Established and incorporated in 2007, five years
later it dropped the “Chicago” from its name and the ensemble
gained significant presence among theater and entertainment
lovers, reaping praise for their vocal harmonies and exciting
presentations.
The Hitmen is a group of musicians formed to rock the room and
send grooves throughout the crowd. They team up with Amy on
some shows and others they perform as their own group. Band on
the Puerto Vallarta horizon so everyone is advised to catch their
act while it is young yet maturing.
The Palm will always be a PV favorite, not only for its quality
shows, but for its warm and welcoming feel. We are here to
entertain you, and look forward to seeing you soon.

For tickets and show times, please stop by with Alex at the box office at The Palm Cabaret located at 508 Olas Altas in the
Romantic Zone on the south side of town. www.thepalmcabaret.com Email: boxoffice@thepalmcabaret.com Tel.: 222-0200
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Ranked #6 out of 167 of “The Best Things to Do In Puerto Vallarta” on TripAdvisor!
Brittany Kingery announces her final shows
for the season in Puerto Vallarta!
Act II is so excited for our Brittany!
She is embarking on a new adventure
in her life, and we wish her much success!
We look forward to her returning
to our stage again in the future!
Her final “Linda Rondstadt” performance
will be Friday, January 19, 2018.

A musical tribute to the Mamas & Papas
Opening Night – Friday, January
12 - Party 6 p.m./ Show 7 p.m.
Shows every Friday night

(ONLY 2 MORE SHOWS on
January 12 and 19 at 7:30 p.m.)

A musical tribute to the timeless
music of Linda Ronstadt, featuring
Brittany Kingery
Do you remember and love these
songs?
Blue Bayou…You’re No
Good… Poor, Poor, Pitiful Me… Just
One Look… Alison… Heatwave… It’s
So Easy… Desperado?!? If you do,
you need to come to Brittany’s last two
performances of her “Linda Rondstadt
Show” on January 12 and 19th.
“We went to Act 2 to see Brittany
Kingery’s tribute to Linda Ronstadt.
It was excellent. Brittany is not only
a great vocalist (one of the best I
have seen in a long time), but she
was entertaining and had a solid band
backing her up!” (Trip Advisor)

Due to popular request, Rhonda
Padmos and Bob Pope are bringing
their ever-popular California Dreamin’
show back to the Main Stage!! This
show is a tribute to the unforgettable
music of the Mamas and Papas, a folk
rock group from the late 1960’s that
was inducted into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame. Their music shaped a
generation and mirrored the California
music scene from Laurel Canyon to the
“flower children” of San Francisco. It
reflected the “make love not war,”
message of the peace movement.

California Dreamin’ features LIVE
MUSIC, with four singers portraying
the characters of the original band
members, Cass Elliot, Michelle
Phillips, John Phillips, and Denny
Doherty. Rhonda Padmos and Don
Pope are well- known musicians from
Canada who arrived in Puerto Vallarta
in the 1980’s as guest musicians
on the television show, The Love
Boat. Currently, in their 5th season at
ACT II with shows like Come Together
(Beatles tribute), Rumors (Fleetwood
Mac tribute), The Rocky Horror
Picture Show, Sordid Lives, A Chorus
Line and Tapestry (music of Carole
King), Rhonda and Don are thrilled
to bring this exciting show BACK
to Act II! This very popular show is
upbeat, funny and poignant. If you
love the Mamas and Papas, you will
love “California Dreamin’!”

Continuing shows at Act II Stages

… Selling out houses every week.
A Musical Comedy Science
Fiction Stage Play
Every Thursday at 7 p.m.
and every Saturday at 10 p.m.
starting Jan 20th
(See separate page in this issue)

starring MAMA TITS continues
to sell out every week!
Live singing, stories, and
side-splitting comedy,
featuring drag diva, Mama Tits
Every Monday at 9:30 p.m. and
Wednesday at 5 p.m.
In this all-new drag show, “Big
and Loud,” Mama Tits is guaranteed
to take you on a wild journey,
complete with incredible live singing,

Friday, January 12
“Legends” Paul Fracassi – 5 p.m.
(Opening Night) “California Dreamin’” A musical
tribute to the Mamas & Papas –
Party 6 / Show 7 p.m.
“The Linda Ronstadt Show,”
starring Brittany Kingery – 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce – 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 13
“Xanadu” – 7 p.m.
Christine Deaver “Is Like,
Totally 80s” – 7:30 p.m.
Sutton Lee Seymour – 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, January 14
“Works of Heart,” starring
Matt Zarley & Jeb Havens - 5 p.m.
“Woodstock 69”– 7 p.m.
“Bee Gees tribute show”
starring Paul Fracassi – 7:30 p.m.
Dueling Drag Divas – 9:30 p.m.
Monday, January 15
“Some Enchanted Evening,”
A Musical Review of Rodgers
& Hammerstein – 7 p.m.
“Works of Heart,” starring Matt
Zarley & Jeb Havens – 7:30 p.m.
“Big and Loud,”
starring Mama Tits – 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 16
Hedda Lettuce – 5 p.m.
“Xanadu” – 7 p.m.
“It’s Like, Totally 80’s,” starring
Christine Deaver – 7:30 p.m.
Sutton Lee Seymour – 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, January 17
“Mama Tits” – 5 p.m.
“Xanadu” – 7 p.m.
“Walk Like a Man,”
starring Paul Fracassi – 7:30 p.m.
Dueling Drag Divas – 9:30 p.m.
Thursday, January 18
“Motown and Beyond” starring
Diana Villamonte – 5 p.m.
“Rocky Horror Show” – 7 p.m.
“Works of Heart” starring Matt
Zarley & Jeb Havens – 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce – 9:30 p.m.
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hilarious stories, and side-splitting
comedy! This year, Mama Tits has
turned things up a notch, too, by
adding live accompaniment! Mama
Tits is one of the top drag divas of
Puerto Vallarta and Seattle, with
sold-out shows almost every night.
She is known for her buttery smooth
voice and soulful blues sound. Her
shows have become a notorious
“destination,” forever changing drag
cabaret entertainment!
“MamaTits is probably the best
[drag queen] I’ve seen to date.
She’s funny, entertaining, and had
an authentic uplifting positive selfaffirming message.” (Trip Advisor)
“What an awesome venue to really
see some good cabaret theater and this
entertainer was the ticket. Hilarious
good time comedy and singing with
a message. “Live your truth”. Can’t
wait to return for more shows.”
(BrandonM, Trip Advisor 12/4/17)

They’re BAAAAACK!
Emmy
Award Winner, Chi Chi Rones, and
NY Times-acclaimed Impressionist,
Jo Anna, return to Puerto Vallarta for
their 5th season together as The Dueling
Drag Divas. Their all-new show opens
December 31st in The Red Room at
9:30 p.m. This is an all-live SINGING
and COMEDY cabaret show and is
guaranteed to make you laugh.
Although both are acclaimed vocal
impressionists in their own right,
Chi Chi and Jo Anna approach the
celebrities they impersonate from
different perspectives. Where Jo Anna
is the more zany, crazy, campy one, Chi
Chi is the more glamorous, legendary
diva. Together, they are a force to be
reckoned with… a perfect storm.

(with a special tribute
to Roy Orbison)
An evening of music from the
legends of the 50’s and 60’s,
featuring Canadian Idol Finalist,
Paul Fracassi
Performing every Friday – 5 p.m.
(See separate page in this issue)

“Christine Deaver Is Brilliant! I
have been coming to Vallarta for years
and during that time we always catch
several shows while we are there
ranging from local for musicians to
drag shows. Well this season we came
for Christmas and NYE and we saw
Christine Deaver for the first time!
And it won’t be our last. In fact we are
going back tonight!
She says she is not a drag queen
but “drag adjacent”. Her show was a
humorous look at the 80’s with music,
comedy, and power house singing.
Think Bette Midler meets Heart! She
is witty, quick, sly, and can throw
down a song whether humorous or
touching. Good for the straight or gay
crowd. I won’t give it away but there
may be thighmasters involved!
A must see show if you are in town!”
- TMdoer New York City, New York

Continues to perform to sold out houses.
A Musical Revue of the composers
Rodgers & Hammerstein Best Music.
January 15, 22, 29 – 7 p.m.
(Just three shows left!)

starring the one-and-only
Hedda Lettuce
Storytelling, ribald stand-up
comedy, and live singing.
Every Thursday & Friday – 9:30 p.m.
Every Tuesday – 5 p.m.

featuring Emmy Award Winner,
Chi Chi Rones and JoAnna
A hilarious evening of all-live
singing and comedy.
Every Sunday & Wed. – 9:30 p.m.

favorites and startling satire. Expect a
night of side-splitting laughter from
Hedda Lettuce, one of New York
City’s premier drag queens.

Hedda Lettuce, six-time Drag
Queen of the Year Award-winner (HX
magazine) and the legendary “green
goddess” of drag, will glamorize
another winter in Puerto Vallarta
as she dishes out a tossed salad of
improvisational comedy, sultry songs,
and dazzling gowns. And it’s entirely
fat-free! She tosses out a night of
storytelling, ribald stand-up comedy,
and live (not lip-synched) singing.
Her show includes her nationallyacclaimed original comedic music that
is peppered with parodies of old-time

featuring Christine Deaver
An evening of amazing
singing and comedy
January 13, 16, 20, 23, 27, 30 –
7:30 p.m.
If Puerto Vallarta had a yearly awards
ceremony, Christine Deaver would
win “Best Female Cabaret Show,”
and we would create a special award
for her as “THE MOST LOVED!!”
Rarely does a performer come along
that captures the hearts of 100% of
their audience, but Christine Deaver
is the exception! She is sly, devious,
clever and wildly funny, but then she
glides into a strong heart-felt luscious
ballad and shows us another side of
her amazing capabilities. This year,
Christine brings us an all-new show
featuring all our favorite 80’s songs.
Christine is filling up TripAdvisor
with 5-star reviews, here is just one

Starring renowned soprano, Vanessa
Amaro, from the national conservatory
of music, Alfonso López a classicallytrained musician/singer with a Masters
in music, Hal Bonta, and Kami
Desilets two veteran stage actors
with hundreds of Broadway musicals
on their resumes. Some Enchanted
Evening is directed by Alfonso López.
(See separate page in this issue)
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artist are brilliant and mesmerizing.
She definitely ranks among the
great talents that have blessed the
expanding entertainment venues in
Puerto Vallarta!” (Trip Advisor)
“Stunning is the Word. It sums
up what Diana does onstage to her
onlookers. Word has been circulating
that she was a fine singer, a new force
and how intensely talented this young
lady is, but Stunning is the best way
to describe this evening at The Red
Room Cabaret.” (Gary A. Beck)

The biggest hit of the season New Shows Announced!
A musical tribute to the great
leading ladies of Motown,
featuring Diana Villamonte
Every Thursday at 5 p.m.
with two bonus shows:
Jan 26th and Feb 2nd at 7:30 p.m.

5 out of 5 stars TripAdvisor: “You
have got to experience this amazing
young singers show! What a voice!
When she sings “I Who Have
Nothing” it will rip your heart out.
From Diana Ross to Whitney Houston
you will be on your feet cheering.
Don’t miss her!” - Chris B
The amazing Diana Villamonte
presents “Motown and Beyond!” a
musical tribute to the great ladies
of Motown and Beyond, such as
Diana Ross, Shirley Bassey, Whitney
Houston, Anita Ward, Etta James,
Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin and
Donna Summer!
This young lady is one of the most
talented people that has ever crossed
our stage! After a sold-out preview of
her show this past summer, she was
described as “powerful, charming,
beautiful,
stunning,
polished,
mesmerizing and stunning.” She blew
the audience away with her huge
vocals and passionate interpretations,
and she grabbed the audience and
never let go.
“A Star is Born! Diana Villamonte
puts on one of the best shows we
have ever seen in Puerto Vallarta.
Her voice, song selection, and stage
presence as she nails each and every

A musical tribute to the legendary
70’s music group, The Bee Gees
(and all the great falsetto singers
of all time), featuring Paul Fracassi
Every Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
“It has been said this is
Paul’s best show!”

Paul Fracassi, one of Act II’s
most popular and talented headliner
artists, has created a brand-new show
called “Stayin’ Alive,” a tribute to
one of his favorite 70’s groups, The
Bee gees! Paul is the consummate
performer! His signature high notes
have helped him create an amazing
likeness to music of The Bee Gee’s.
You will definitely find yourself
singing along and swaying in your
seat to the sounds of The Bee Gee’s
beloved music.

A fast-paced, mad-cap comedic
romp through Broadway, Disney,
and Hollywood, starring the oneand-only Sutton Lee Seymour,
“Queen of Broadway!”
Every Tuesday & Saturday – 9:30 p.m.

“Our beloved Sutton Lee Seymour
has returned for her THIRD highlyanticipated season in Puerto Vallarta!
As one of the most popular, SOLDOUT shows at Act II, this one-woman,
comedic dynamo performs and spoofs
everything from Disney, Broadway
and Hollywood, to impersonating
celebrities like Carol Channing,

Joan Rivers, Liza Minnelli, Barbra
Streisand, and many more. Known
as the “Robin Williams of Drag,”
(TripAdvisor) and “….one of the
best and brightest drag talents in New
York City” (Huffington Post), Sutton
Lee is known for taking full-length
musicals and movies and condensing
them down to a 5-minute ROMP OF
HILARITY!
Her show is a must-see for more
SHE-nanigans.

69, a festival of LIVE MUSIC and
peace, featuring the music of the
unforgettable women of Woodstock…
Janis Joplin, Joan Baez, Grace
Slick, Melanie, and Nancy Evins. It
also features the music of Jimmy
Hendrix, Ritchie Havens, Sweetheart,
Arlo Guthrie, Santana, Country Joe
MacDonald, The Who, Ravi Shankar,
Jefferson
Airplane,
Creedence
Clearwater Revival, Joni Mitchell,
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young,
and Bob Dylan, and THE BAND!
Rhonda and Don are incredible
musicians! Currently, in their 5th
season at ACT II with shows like
California Dreamin’ (Mamas &
Papas), Come Together (Beatles
tribute), Rumors (Fleetwood Mac
tribute), The Rocky Horror Show,
Sordid Lives, A Chorus Line and
Tapestry (music of Carole King),
Rhonda and Don have a huge
following, and their shows are much
loved and anticipated at Act II stages!

featuring Matt Zarley and Jeb Havens
An internationally-acclaimed
musical duo, featuring self-penned
pop tunes and classic covers
January 15, 18, 22, 25, 29 – 7:30 p.m.
January 14, 21, 28 – 5 p.m.

opens to rave reviews…
Don and Rhonda do it again!
Every Sunday at 7 p.m.
A musical tribute to the music
of the unforgettable women of
Woodstock, featuring the live music
of Rhonda Padmos
and Don Padmos.

The uber-talented musical duo
of Rhonda Padmos and Don Pope
have created a brand-new show this
season that’s sure to bring back lots
of memories! It’s called Woodstock

Four-time Billboard Charting
recording artist & Two-time OutMusic
Award winner, MATT ZARLEY, and
acclaimed singer/songwriter, JEB
HAVENS, join forces for an evening
of self-penned pop tunes and classic
covers. Zarley is one of the first openly-
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gay men to be named one of People
magazine’s “Top 50 Bachelors.”
Matt started his career at age 12,
performing in commercials, and
eventually appearing in many
musicals on Broadway, including A
Chorus Line, Chicago, Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, and
The Who’s Tommy.” He has had the
pleasure of appearing with Whitney
Houston, Reba McEntire, Chaka Khan,
Vanessa Williams, Brandy, Usher and
Olivia Newton-John, among many
others. His 2012 album, “Change
Begins with Me,” was inspired by a
difficult break-up with a well-known
actor (whose identity he refuses to
reveal) received almost unanimous
acclaim. It was hailed as “inspiring,
passionate, powerful, dreamy, soulful
and impressive.” A single from that
album, “WTF,” became Matt’s 3rd
Billboard hit and the music video
became an internet cult classic and
viral sensation. That album received
the 2012 OutMusic “Album of the
Year” and “Single of the Year” awards!
The Matt Zarley and Jeb Havens
show is the type of music you will
turn to when your spirit needs to
soar! Their show will highlight both
of their latest album releases, and
is sure to showcase their soaring
vocals and heartfelt vocals that are so
relatable on their recent albums. Act
II is so excited to have these amazing
musicians on its stage!

Remastered arrangements of classic
favorites, featuring Daniel Celis and
Noemi Plascencia and their live band.
Every Saturday at 5 p.m.
(no show Jan 13th)

The music of Frankie Valli and the
Four Seasons, featuring Canadian
Idol Finalist, Paul Fracassi
Performing every
Wednesday – 7:30 p.m.

Us Two takes its place as the number
one musical group in Puerto Vallarta,
with a hugely successful show twice
every week! Puerto Vallarta has fallen
in love with this smashing duo with
the soft, sexy beat and harmonious
vocals. As soon as they open their
mouths, audiences are mesmerized.
Daniel and Noemi sing remastered
arrangements of classic favorites,
from bands such as Mamas and Papas,
Abba, Beatles, Journey, Cat Stevens,
Culture Club, Air Supply, and many
more. People are raving about the
absolute unique beauty of their sound.
“This duo is an absolute must to
see......high energy, intimate, sensual.....
all that is needed to make their show
incredibly enjoyable......it is a show you
can see over and over without ever tiring
of it......they’ve put everything they have
into it......not to be missed....” (Robert D,
TripAdvisor 11/10/2017)

Paul’s vocal range has been
compared to the great crooners of the
American songbook, and especially
the high vocal range of Frankie
Valli. It is no wonder that this artist
chose to present the music of The
Four Seasons for his show, including
Dawn, Rag Doll, Can’t Take My Eyes
Off of You, and Walk Like a Man. He
also handles the Frankie Valli songs
as if Frankie himself was on stage
singing them in his early years on the
Ed Sullivan show!

Broadway Musical based on the
1980’s movie with Olivia Newton-John
January 13, 16, 17, 20, 23,
24, 27, 30, 31 – 7 p.m.
February 3, 10, 13, 14, 17,
20, 21 – 7 p.m.

Xanadu is the irresistible Broadway
Musical/Comedy that is based on the
1980 cult classic film of the same
name. This Tony Award-nominated,
roller skating, (yes, there are roller
skates!) musical adventure about

following your dreams is hilarity
on wheels for adults, children and
anyone who has ever wanted to feel
inspired. Xanadu follows the journey
of a magical and beautiful Greek
muse, Kira, who descends from the
heavens of Mount Olympus to Venice
Beach, California in 1980. She is
on a quest to inspire a struggling
artist, Sonny, to achieve the greatest
artistic creation of all time – the first
ROLLER DISCO! (Hey, it’s 1980!)
But, when Kira falls into forbidden
love with the mortal Sonny, her
jealous sisters take advantage of
the situation, and chaos abounds.
Xanadu is a moving, electrifying tale
of endless fun that will keep you in
stitches, while the original, legendary,
chart-topping tunes will lift you out
of your seat. You will want to keep
the music in your head and Xanadu in
your heart... forever.

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

Act II Entertainment Stages complex is located upstairs at 300 Insurgentes (corner of Basilio Badillo & Insurgentes) in the Romantic
Zone on the south side of town. Tel 222-1512. Tickets can be purchased at www.act2pv.com box office open daily at 10 a.m., and there
is a second box office across the street from Garbo’s on Pulpito Street. For more information or to buy tickets, go to www.act2pv.com
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Called the best opening night in Act II History…

… Selling out houses every week
A Musical Comedy / Science Fiction Stage Play
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays – 7 p.m.

“The Rocky Horror Show,” is now
playing to packed audiences and
rave reviews! This ultra-campy cult
classic has taken Vallarta by storm
and is a humorous tribute to the
science fiction and horror B movies
of the late 1940s through the early
1970’s! It tells the story of a newly
engaged couple getting caught in a
storm and finding themselves at the
home of a mad transvestite scientist,
Dr. Frank N. Furter.
More Great reviews this
week, read all about it:    
Rocky Horror Show A MUST
“This Is my Third time, coming
again next week” - Katie, PV Resident.
“The best show yet in PV. Great
cast and show!” - Doug Thiel, Sr., PV
5 stars TripAdvisor – “Attended
the live theater production of The
Rocky Horror Show and it didn’t
disappoint. The cast is talented
and well directed. Audience
participation is encouraged and
makes for a very fun time. 2
complaints that can be easily
resolved: premium seats were
purchased (first 5 rows) but those
seats were already filled due to
the seating process and drink
servers can be an obstruction and
distraction during the performance.
Despite these two issues, we highly
recommend it.” - 4everjung ,
Placerville, California
“Rocky Horror Show ... a MUST

SEE! What a fun and zany production
of the Rocky Horror Show. Loads of
laughs with great singing, acting,
dancing, costumes, and a superb
Frank-N-Furter. If you are familiar
with this cult classic movie, this
is a must see!” - DeanMcIntyre
(TripAdvisor 12/3/17)
“We live in the area, and this
was the first show we had seen
at Act II. It was AMAZING! The
whole experience was excellent easy online ticket purchase, great
seats, great drinks and service, and
most importantly a world-class
production of our favorite musical
of all time! The actors were
fabulous - great performers and
singers; the costumes and stages
were very well done; the whole
experience was “a Night Out” we
will remember for a long time! We
loved that the whole cast was in
the lobby after curtain call to say
hi and take photos, and there was a
beautiful cabaret-style piano bar on
the other side of the theater to enjoy
a drink after. We will be back to
see this performance again as well
as others at Act II!!” – AndreaV
(TripAdvisor 12/3/17)
“So much fun! Gabe Arciniega
was born to play Frankenfurter!
The energy was fantastic! Go see
this show!” - Thomas Carroll, PV
See Act II pages for info re location,
schedule, tel. no, email, etc.

A Musical Revue of the music of composers,
Rodgers & Hammerstein
January 8, 15, 22, 29 – 7 p.m.
The talent on our stage with “Some
Enchanted Evening” is like no other night in
the history of Act II Entertainment Stages.
Starring renowned Soprano, Vanessa
Amaro, from the national conservatory of
music, Alfonso López a classically trained
musician/singer with a Masters in music,
Hal Bonta, and Kami Desilets, two veteran
stage actors with hundreds of Broadway
Musicals on their resumes, and directed by Alfonso López. More so than any
composer and lyricist who have written for the stage, the songs of Rodgers
& Hammerstein have become an integral part of our everyday lives. This
stunning collection of Rodgers & Hammerstein compositions places four of
PV’s best singers on the stage together. It is truly a night to remember, as
you re-live all your favorite songs from the best musicals of all time!
Read what people are saying about “Some Enchanted Evening”
“No one would have known that it was opening night for ‘Some
Enchanted Evening.’ It felt like these four excellent singers had been
doing this show for months. Vanessa Amaro, Kami Desilets, Alfonso
López, and Hal Bonta are each outstanding voices that are a gift to Vallarta.
The standing ovation at the end was well deserved. Bravo!!” Ed Gil
“Act ll - Smash hit, ‘Some Enchanted Evening!’ Fabulous, just fantastic
music. The performers did an exquisite job... and earned a standing
ovation. We loved it!” - Bobbie Audell
“Despite being an ‘Opening Night’ season ticket holder, I have
repeatedly expressed, that I generally prefer waiting a few shows to allow
all of the kinks and glitches to be worked out. I will say, without question,
this was the best opening night performance I have seen. As I said on
another post. Broadway quality!” - Jim Davis
“This Show, ‘Some Enchanted Evening,’ profiled 4 of the biggest voice
with songs that brought back So many memories. Songs I bet most of
us had not heard or sung in many years. The simplicity of the stage was
perfect for showcasing the fabulous costumes and Voices. From the first
note till the last note it was superbly performed by 4 incredible performers
that had everyone applauding loudly after every song. Director and cast
Alfonso López, Kami Desilets, Vane Vera Amaro, Hal Bonta, WELL
DONE and another Must See Show.” - David Wilhoit
“If you love music, if you love Rogers & Hammerstein, if you love
excellent talent, if you’re looking for a fabulous way to spend an
evening, then you MUST see SOME ENCHANTED EVENING at Act II.
Impressive that these 4 talented performers, Vanessa Amaro, Hal Bonta,
Kami Desilets & Alfonso López sang 57 Show tunes!! You will be swept
away in memories.” - Tricia Lyman
“Thrilling performances by all 4 singers. The harmonies, the staging, all
combined to do justice to the greatest American songbook ever! Rush to
see it before it’s gone.” - Rob Burton

Paul Fracassi, one of Act II’s most popular
and talented artists, returns to Act II for his fourth
consecutive year, after a record-breaking season last
winter! His very popular shows, Legends, Walk
Like a Man and 20th Century Crooners, sold more
tickets than any other performer in Vallarta
history! Paul is the consummate performer. He
bounds onto the stage and effortlessly reaches
soaring high notes that send chills and thrills
throughout his audience. He has added new
excitement to his shows with backup singers and
Vegas-style costumes that truly complement his
engaging delivery.
This “Jersey Kid” from Toronto, Canada, managed
to create a big fuss up in Canada as a finalist in
“Canadian Idol.” Shortly thereafter, he created a “big
fuss” in Puerto Vallarta, too, as we fell in love with
this wonderful, new singing sensation! Legends of
the 50’s and 60’s is a stunning tribute to some of
his favorite singers, including Elvis, Frankie Valli,
Frank Sinatra, Davy Jones, Buddy Holly, Bobby
Darin, Roy Orbison and more. You will definitely
find yourself singing along and swaying in your seat
to this memorable music!
And… with a change in schedule to start the New
Year, Paul will add a brand new show, a tribute to
the music of the Bee Gees, Stayin’ Alive! Watch
this space.
Paul’s shows sell out quickly, so it’s a good idea
to get your tickets now. Read what people are
saying about him…
“Paul Fracassi does an amazing performance of
Frankie Valli. His voice is spectacular and he has
the dance moves down pat. A great show. Have
always enjoyed the entertainment at Act II. Great
staff, excellent venue and a wonderful night out.” MacInk, TripAdvisor 12/5/17
“Fun evening of music in a comfortable small
theatre/cabaret setting. Kinda “rat pack” intro
followed by Roy Orbison tribute. High energy
performer, good value for the entertainment and
venue…” - Lawrence N, TripAdvisor 12/4/17
“Last year we were told to go to see Paul
Fracassi... We were thoroughly entertained from
start to finish. He not only has a fabulous voice,
but also has an uncanny ability to draw the entire
audience in... my only complaint is that it didn’t
last longer!” - TripAdvisor
5 Stars – TripAdvisor – “Attended this show last
night and I must say it was like slipping back to the
early 60’s. Paul has an air about the way he comes
across on stage. He is funny, has a great voice &
really brings the Four Seasons to life. He also has
another show 20th Century Crooners on Sunday
night & we will attend it also. Paul is a “must see”
while in Puerto Vallarta.

on top of the world
in his 4th season performing
in The Red Room
at Act II Stages

A great evening. Act II Stages nailed it with Paul!”
5 Stars – TripAdvisor – “Paul Fracassi deserves
special attention. His show Walk Like A Man takes
you to an era of never to be forgotten “golden
oldies” was good, but Paul hits the notes even
better! He has us dancing in our seats. His next
show The Crooners is a must for us... the American
Songbook of great classics. The Red Room cabaret
setting takes you nearly on stage and has a great
sound system. With two fabulous background
singers it’s a memorable evening for the 60’s
show.”
5 Stars – TripAdvisor – “Saw Paul Fracassi last
night at Act II Stages, he sang better than ever. If
you’re in PV, you should not miss any of his shows
each week. He is as close to Frankie Valli as
anyone I’ve seen! It’s a real treat to have him back
for the winter.” - Bob Hirsh
“Oh what a night “was the perfect ending to
another stellar performance by Paul Fracassi. Oh
what a show ....giving, at its best. Paul and Camilla
gave their all and then some in this very high energy
production. The audience was thoroughly engaged
and the evening culminated in many enthusiastic
fans joining Paul and Camilla on stage, driven
by the fervor of the moment ....of course I was
among them. All the proceeds from the house
seats as well as generous donations throughout
the evening went toward brightening the holidays
through purchasing gifts for children and women
in the shelter. I keep saying how proud I am to be
part of such a giving community... tonight was just
another such example. Not only did Paul donate
every single peso to the cause, but also a very
generous audience member matched everything.
“Oh what a night indeed”! I urge everyone to see
this.” - Georgia Darehshori
“Paul Fracassi did his show at The Red Room
Cabaret … New songs, original songs that he has
written and some of the best voice I have heard
from Paul Fracassi, ever. He was totally in his
element showing the showmanship that he offers
every show. BUT tonight was even more special
because this lovely, caring man, gave every peso
of his evening to the Banderas Women’s Shelter…
People were dancing on stage and the whole The
Red Room Cabaret was rocking and singing and
clapping… Paul Fracassi is an Entertainer’s
Entertainer, his music came from the heart and he
showed it so brightly tonight. Enough from me, go
see his 2 shows weekly, “20th Century Crooners”
and “Walk Like a Man”, both at 7:30 at The Red
Room Cabaret . “Oh What A Night! – David Wilhoit
(See Act II pages in this issue for location,
schedule, tel. no., email, etc.)

(See location number on Central Map)
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RAUL
JURADO

His mother, Olivia,
asked him for a long time
to learn the skill buy he
was not interested at all.
Then suddenly he started
to get involved in the
pottery art and it turned
out he was really good
at it. Then, on his first
year as potter, he won
the Premio Nacional de
la Ceramica, a prize that
is the most important for
ceramists in Mexico and
also won a trip to exhibit
in Paris. Great start!

OLIVIA
DOMINGUEZ

She is Raul´s mom.
Single mother she raised
his child by working
very
hard,
pushing
herself always forward,
innovating. She travels all
over Mexico to find new
markets for her works.
Her pieces emulate tiny
filigree drawings which
she gets by carving small
and intricate designs on
the smooth surface of the
very well burnished. No
more words to describe
her works.

ELVIRA
BUGARINI

The elegant shapes of
the pieces she paints are
formed by her husband
Jose Manuel Pedregon, so
in many senses they are a
team (they are raising a
family of three children).
Both of them burnish the
piece using a deer bone
or a stone to get a thinner
and lighter pot and a very
soft surface in which to
paint the most perfect
geometrical designs.

Mata Ortiz Pottery in Galeria de Ollas
As you stroll around downtown Puerto Vallarta you will find
Galeria de Ollas which dedicates its space to showcase the best
artists of Mata Ortiz. Mata Ortiz is a small town in the North of
the country in which about 300 ceramists make the most amazing
pieces of art in clay. Even though words come short, I will try to
express the way these featured artists work.

And so on, many other pieces,
artists and life stories.
Visit Galeria de Ollas is at
176 Corona downtown.
www.galeriadeollas.com
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Gabriella Namian
cases have evolved and varied, but
then, so have we.
In the beginning, some twelve years
ago, we would celebrate New Year’s
Eve on the Malecon, indulging in the
gastronomy of Vitea - to which I have
become quite addicted. The view was
incredible and around midnight one
could gape at the innumerable yachts
and boats gathering and facing the
Malecon shores as though welcoming
the New Year in traditional unison,
waiting for the midnight hour and
of course, the magnificent display
of fireworks. The only bothersome
challenge afterwards was trying to
find a taxi willing to take you home –
the search could take up to two hours.
By the time we got home we were so
dead tired that we simply fell asleep
as soon as we hit the pillow, while
at the same time others were already
brewing their coffee for breakfast.
For the following New Year’s
celebrations, we decided to have
them in our own neighbourhood, in
one of the Marina’s restaurants and
experience another perspective as
opposed to the one we had on the
Malecon at Vitea. To say the least,
we were never disappointed. We
tried different restaurants throughout
the years, and they were all excellent.
Last year we opted for Rincon de

My thoughts on this? I always felt
that somehow, PV in particular has
always brought out the best in all of
us, be it on New Year’s Eve or at any
other time. Me included.

(See location number on Central Map)

balconies after midnight (which is
why the streets would be empty at
that time).
In those days, New Year’s Eve
would mostly be celebrated at our
house with friends and family. I
clearly remember that guests would
start to arrive at around 10 p.m., and
after the midnight countdown and a
Romanian version of “Auld Lang
Syne”, Champagne-filled flutes,
kisses and hugs would be passed
around, and only then we would start
to eat. Around 6 a.m., after all the
eating, drinking, laughing, joking
and dancing, my mother would serve
a soothing soup to “wash away all
the sins”, so to speak, and get ready
for another round of celebratory
activities. Guests would then leave
around 8 a.m. to freshen up and
change clothes but would return at
noon for the leftovers and …well
...continue feasting away.
Oh, how times have changed!
Restaurants have since then opened
their doors to welcome guests who
wanted to celebrate in style without
being bothered with the preparations
and cleaning up thereafter. Many
years have passed since then, and
even though the significance of New
Year’s Eve has never changed (for
me, anyways), celebrations in some

Buenos Aires where you could order
anything you wanted à la carte and
not be obligated to stick to the many
restaurants advertising à prix fixe
for their New Year’s Eve menu. We
were nicely seated outside and I was
pleased that I was free to smoke (ugh,
so sue me but don’t frown...) Around
11:30 p.m. yachts and boats, big and
small, one after another, would slowly
take off to sea towards the Malecon.
This year, we could clearly see from
afar the downtown fireworks and
some of them directly on the Marina
(although not as professionally
successful as the ones downtown).
Then, right on the dot at around 12:30
a.m., the Marina docks would slowly
fill up with the returning boats. Music
could be heard from each boat and
yacht, people dancing, making merry,
and even on the Marina’s malecon,
while I was sitting down at a table
sipping Champagne and munching on
my twelve grapes, I was hugged by so
many strangers passing by! It seemed
so natural and a random practice of
good wishes, spreading love, peace
and joy. I wish the whole world would
learn something from this heartwarming experience that brought tears
to my eyes and gave me goose bumps.
That, my friends, is the Mexican way.
Warm. Welcoming. From the heart.
And so natural and spontaneous!

(See location number on Central Map)

Ever since I was a little girl, back
in Romania, New Year’s Eve was
considered one of the most important
events. It meant a new beginning,
and according to some superstitions,
the following year would as happy
or as unhappy as the way you spent
New Year’s Eve. Another tradition
I know of and is still practiced in
Naples, Italy, on New Year’s Day as
a cleansing ritual is the throwing of
all the old pots and pans from the
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Anna Reisman

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

Every once in a while, something happens that
reminds me of what a friend of mine said many, many
years ago. He had taken the decision of leaving his
home town of Montreal for the (then) little ski resort
of Whistler up in the Rocky Mountains of British
Columbia. After he’d been there for a few months, I
asked him how he liked it. His answer: “Do you realize that some
folks save up all year just to come spend a week or two here. And
I LIVE here! How do you think I like it? I love it!”
Yup. I got to know the feeling after just a few months here, in
Puerto Vallarta. I consider myself blessed. The weather, the town,
our beautiful mountains, and most of all, the people! Seldom does
it happen that I go out, for whatever reason, and not bump into
someone I know. Sure, it’s always the same: “Hola! Como está?”
But the beautiful thing is that the questioner waits for me to answer.
He / she actually wants to know how I am, what’s new, etc. I love
that too.
I must thank each and every one of you, friends, both in real life
and on Facebook only, who helped overload my Facebook page

with all the beautiful wishes on the occasion of my birthday. Bless
you!
You made this 39th birthday even better than my last 39th, last year!
I don’t know about you, but I shop in four different places,
depending on what I want: the Emiliano Zapata market at the end of
Lazaro Cardenas on my side of town, Costco for larger quantities of
fruit, mandarins, cat food, coffee, etc., Mega and Soriana for items
sold in smaller quantities, things like imported butter, cream and
cottage cheese, those individual little doodads that pretend to be
coffee cream, some “natural” doggie treats, cleaning products, etc.
The latter has been losing its standing in my books lately. The last
few times I’ve been there, they were missing nearly everything I
wanted. When I asked what had happened, the staff just shrugged
their shoulders, “they didn’t deliver this week”. Oh, okay.
I also like Charmin toilet paper. (Now you know.) Well, that’s
been discontinued everywhere …except Ley’s – where I never go,
except for last week, by fluke. They had plenty of it. Go figure.
I still haven’t had a chance to go see the shows I mentioned last
week, and now there are more… Sigh! And I want to see two movies:
The Shape of Water (of course!) and The Greatest Showman, before
they leave. No idea how or when I’ll be able to do that…
That’s all I have for now, anything else would just be complaints
about the buses who stop in the middle of the intersections, with no
regard whatsoever for others, causing gridlocks… Viva Vallarta!
I wish you all a wonderful week, and Happy Birthday to my fellow
Capricorns. sheis@ymail.com
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Arlene Pervin

(See location number on Central Map)

Photo by Elena Hiatt Houlihan
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Sometimes it takes a collaborative
effort of friends to make something
happen. This is a story of how four
people pitched in their respective
talents to make an idea a reality.
For many years he sold his wares
on the malecon as he sat on the
concrete, with only a thin magazine
for comfort, and hand-stitched shiny
aluminum tabs into belts, bracelets
and handbags. His work formed a
semi-circle around him, laid out on
the taupe colored canvas. His art
and creative work carried around
the world on the arms of those who
purchased his designs.
His first designs were made out of shiny colored paper from candy
wrappers folded into triangles and stitched together into one- of-a kind
purses. This year, he was accepted to be one of the vendors at the Olas
Altas Farmers Market. His tantalizing tab creations are as elegant as
diamonds, glittering in the sun. It is remarkable that his creations are
made from pull tabs, pulled from the tops of beer and pop cans. Garbage,
really, extracted and collected like precious silver.
I have known Gabino for many years and have purchased many of his
designs, from purses to bracelets. Excited to discover that he was now a
part of the Farmers’ Market, I asked him if he had thought of a business
name for himself. He shyly admitted that he hadn’t. I told him that I
would try and think of one for him. After spinning an alliteration of words
and playing with combinations that would fit his business, it suddenly
came to me. Gabino Designs. It seemed fitting. He was an artist and a
designer, a simple description of a man and his art.
At the following market day, I told him of my suggested name and
answering with a broad smile, he said he loved it. But now he needed
a banner with the name to advertise his booth. Enter my friend Robbin,
an artist, who had befriended a Mexican man in her swim class, whose
business was printing signs and banners. She asked for his help and
consultation. Enter Alberto Reyes, owner of Multi Publicidad, who came
to the market, met Gabino and took measurements for the banner.
We decided a photo of Gabino and a selection of his wares would work
well as part of the banner design. Enter my friend Elena, as photographer.
Together with Alberto and his assistant, they created the final design for
the banner after numerous hours.
Gabino Designs was born through the efforts of a party of four, each
sharing their expertise and energy. I contributed the name, Elena, her
photo and design flair, Robbin, her friendship connections and Alberto,
his business acumen and professional product. The hearts and minds of
four people, strangers and friends melded together and created Gabino
Designs under which the artist can stand proudly.
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On Friday nights, their concert brings you the
heart of Latin American music that is an intimate
part of their own musical history. In this
performance, the group showcases their musical
upbringing, performing traditional Mexican
music, contemporary favorites like Carlos
Santana, and Gypsy Kings flamenco alongside
rhythmic selections by artists such as Celia Cruz.
“Fiesta Latina is where our second-nature
comes to the stage… ” - Lázzaro Morales, Lead
Guitar
Los Bambinos are pleased to offer their concerts
at a new restaurant venue: Bambinos Trattoria
(www.bambinostrattoria.com) Come hungry for
an authentic Italian meal, and leave pleased as
you are served by a talented kitchen team and
dedicated wait-staff. Stay tuned to Facebook @
losbambinostrattoria and find unbiased reviews
on Trip Advisor. Bambinos Trattoria is located
at 314 Aguacate, at the corner of Carranza street
in the Romantic Zone on the south side of town,
just before Mundo de Azulejos. Find show and
ticket Information online or call 222-4357,
English spoken. See you at Bambinos Trattoria!

(See location number on Central Map)

Listening to Los Bambinos’ live music is a
great way to get to know Puerto Vallarta. The
joyous culture of Puerto Vallarta really comes
through in the four Morales brothers’ three
weekly shows, as they bring masterful guitar
and soaring harmonies to the upbeat and feelgood performances they have worked over the
last decade to produce.
Los Bambinos’ theme this season during their
three shows includes Tuesday nights’ Beatle
Mania, Tribute to the Beatles. Wednesdays Big
Girls Don’t Cry featuring Frankie Valli and the
Four Seasons and Friday nights invite you to get
your dancing shoes on for Fiesta Latina! Each
of their shows highlights the tasteful mix of
traditional and international tunes that Vallarta
loves about this talented group.
Growing up listening to the Beatles, Los
Bambinos bring their own four-part harmonies
to the stage. Tuesday’s two-hour show brings to
life songs such as She Loves You, Get Back and
Hey Jude.
“Los Bambinos’ version of the Beatles is as
close to authentic as I have ever heard! I went
to Las Vegas once for a Tribute show; it didn’t
come close to Los Bambinos! I will definitely
be back!” - Penny Lacey, New York, NY.
Wednesday is a dynamic show, in which Los
Bambinos pull off the authentic range of voices
-presented by Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons
- absolutely beautifully. Eldest brother, Carlos
Morales captures the emblematic falsetto of the
group and the four Morales’ overall voice ranges
really bring the essence of the music to life!
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Every year, in the spirit of Christmas,
I attempt to do something nice for one
of my neighbors. However…
No matter the country, no matter the
neighborhood, we are all bound to have
one or more problematic people living
on our street, or in our building. They
say the worldwide ratio is ten to one.
There are some highly fortunate
people who have no idiots at all on
their blocks. Someone, please tell me
where they live, so I can move there.
And then there are the benighted,
blighted, star-crossed folk like us
whose neighbors all seem to have
been culled from the cast of “The
Walking Dead.”
Getting back to my good deed. This
year I bravely chose one of my less
appealing neighbors (to be honest,
several of them are quite nice) upon
whom to bestow my annual act of
kindness. They live directly across
the street, and over the years we
have bumped rear ends on numerous
occasions. The husband is a serious
alcoholic who has, among his many
past bits of elegant behavior, peed on
my front door.
Ordinarily, I let these small acts
of un-neighborliness slide. On that
particular occasion, though, I’d felt
compelled to speak up in defense of
my entrance.
“Bernardo,” I told my neighbor,
“you are urinating on my front door.”
I said this because Bernardo’s “level
of awareness” had a habit of flatlining without warning. My fear was
confirmed a moment later when he
responded to my remark with an odd
sound, which may or may not have
had some relation to human speech.
I went across the street and knocked
on Bernardo’s door. His wife opened it
and said, “What do you want?”
Hortensia was not an attractive
woman, in any sense of the word.
She was, in fact, something of a cross

between Kathy Bates (in Misery), and
Moby Dick (in Moby Dick).
“I’m sorry to bother you, Hortensia,”
I said calmly, “but Bernardo is so
drunk, he’s relieving himself on my
door. Again.”
“Bernardo doesn’t drink anymore,”
she snarled. Bernardo, at that moment,
was in fact staggering about the street
with a half bottle of booze glued to
his mouth. “Um, Hortensia, isn’t he
drinking alcohol right now?”
“He can’t drink,” she said.
“Bernardo is ill.” “No kidding.”
Hortensia favored me with an
enormous scrotum-shrinking scowl.
If Helen’s face had indeed launched
a thousand ships, I thought to myself,
Hortensia’s would have sunk them
instantly. “Nonetheless, Hortensia,” I
added, “urinating on my front door is
not very nice.”
“He never did that,” she declared.
“Are you sure? Would you like to
step across the street and take a whiff
for yourself?”
Hortensia, as she had done on
several prior occasions, slammed the
door in my face.
Getting back to my good deed. The
moistening-of-the-threshold incident
was years in the past. I considered it
liquid under the linoleum and was ready
to make Hortensia and Bernardo the
recipients of some holiday goodwill.
It was going to be complicated,
however, for a variety of reasons.
Since the urine incident, Hortensia
had produced, on average, one baby a
year. One of her brood had just turned
two, and was often left to run around
our block stark naked and unattended.
Not that I am opposed to public
nudity on general principle. Certainly,
I would not have wanted to see
Hortensia running around naked,
even if my eyes were closed! But
who could object to a naked toddler?
The problem, as I saw it, was that at

“De nada,” I said politely.
“What do you want?” Hortensia said,
as Bernardo continued to regard with
parched lips the can of Liquid Plumber.
“It’s about little Rogelio. You see,
Hortensia…and Bernardo…” What
was left of Bernardo’s awareness
seemed to be focused exclusively on
the can, and I felt that including him
in the conversation might be counterproductive. But I didn’t want to appear
rude, so I said, “Hortensia, is Bernardo
currently capable of understanding
more than two words at a time?”
“What do you mean?”
“Never mind. About little Rogelio,
he sure is a cute little kid. I bet he’s
smart as a button, too.”
“He’s not for sale,” Hortensia
growled. “For sale? I don’t want to
buy him. I just want to make sure he
doesn’t get hit by a car.”
“Are you threatening me?” she
demanded.
Turning to leave, giving up once and
for all on my obstreperous neighbors,
I said, “Enjoy the Liquid Plumber,
Hortensia. You too, Bernardo. It goes
great with a twist of lime.”

Gil Gevins
Best know for his cult-classic, PUERTO
VALLARTA ON 49 BRAIN CELLS A DAY,
is the author of five hilarious books,
including his latest, the riotously funny
novel, 1967. Signed copies of Gil’s latest
book are available at LUCY’S CUCU
CABAÑA, located at 295 Basilio Badillo.

(See location number on Central Map)

Gil Gevins

a very minimum, little Rogelio should
have been wearing something on his
tiny feet: the street was littered with
broken glass, dog poop and all kinds of
other potentially hazardous materials
(including little Rogelio poop),
which could have done the tot some
serious harm. My other concern was
vehicular. Cars were always whipping
around the corner and speeding down
our street, posing a mortal threat
to any naked tot stumbling blindly
about, or emerging from between
parked cars, or squatting in the street
(thereby reducing his already low
“visibility-profile”) in order to add to
the collective poo-poo supply.
Bernardo and Hortensia were always
having problems with their drains,
which is why I arrived at their door
bearing an industrial-size container of
Liquid Plumber, to which my wife had
affixed a festive red bow.
“Merry Christmas!” I chirped when the
grim looking couple opened their door. It
was only ten am, so Bernardo was only
half-blind with drink. Hortensia was
her usual self: the three witches from
Macbeth all rolled into one.
When my greeting was met with
a mumbled reply, I held out the
beribboned container and said, “Here,
this is for you. For unclogging your
drains. Merry Christmas!”
Bernardo grabbed the Liquid
Plumber at once, removed the cap
and was in the process of raising it to
his lips when Hortensia, with a speed
which belied the very laws of gravity,
snatched it out of his hand.
“Gracias,” she snarled.
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Jake Ames

MD, HMD

(See location number on Central Map)

Obesity is now becoming a worldwide epidemic. In the United
States, 36% of men and women are obese. Obesity can lead to
diabetes, hypertension, stroke, cancer, heart disease, fatigue, and
many other health complications.
Obesity is easily fixed at the Holistic Bio Spa. The main causes
of obesity are people eating the incorrect ratios of proteins,
fats, and carbohydrates. To treat obesity, one has to be on a
ketogenic diet. The ketogenic diet is very high in healthy fats,
very low in carbohydrates, and moderate in proteins. We use Dr.
Jan Kwasniwski’s ketogenic diet. This diet actually raises your
good cholesterol (HDL) and lowers your bad cholesterol (LDL)
and triglycerides. It may take only 3-5 days to achieve nutritional
ketosis, which are ketone bodies found in the blood, urine, and
breath. There are three ketone bodies, and they can be measured
in blood urine and breath. The urine ketone strips are the least
costly way to measure ketone bodies. The blood test strips are
like diabetic test strips, and they can cost up to US$1.00 a test.
Acetone, another ketone body, can be measured using the Ketonix
breath analyzer which is available on Amazon. As long as there are
ketones present, you are losing weight. This is nutritional ketosis,
not diabetic ketoacidosis which is very dangerous.
It may take a few weeks or longer to get fully keto adapted.
Some people are so use to burning carbohydrates, that they may
feel worse at first on this diet. Correcting electrolyte deficiencies
usually resolves this problem.
We have oral and nutrition IV’s at the Holistic Bio Spa that
can correct this problem if it happens very quickly. One IV is
called the Myers cocktail. Your heart, brain and all of your organs
actually prefers ketones as a fuel instead of glucose. This diet
is the best diet for obesity, Alzheimer’s disease, hypertension,
hypercholesterolemia, hypertriglyceridemia and most diseases.
A hormone imbalance or deficiency can also contribute to obesity.
As we age we get deficient in human growth hormone, testosterone,
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(Corner of Aguacate)
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DHEA and other fat burning hormones. We have been doing hormone
replacement therapy for over 25 years, and are experts in correcting
imbalances and hormone deficiencies. Getting on a suitable hormone
replacement therapy will help you lose weight.
Some people may elect to use our homeopathic Human chorionic
gonadotropin (HCG) therapy. This hormone is produced by the
placenta during pregnancy and has been proven to cause weight
loss when injected daily or given homeopathically. This diet is
actually close to a zero fat diet, while you are on the program. It
works in a totally different mechanism than the ketogenic diet.
We also do routine rectal ozone and ozone in bags over your
abdomen to lose weight. Ozone is O3. It has an extra oxygen
atom attached to the molecule oxygen. It is what you smell in the
air after a lightning storm. It is not safe to breathe in ozone, but
it is extremely safe given rectally, in your veins are on your skin
covered with a bag. It is used all over the world for many diseases.
The ozone helps to increase your metabolism, so you lose weight.
Most people are dehydrated, and dehydration causes your body
to run poorly. Just getting a person to drink pure water and get
optimally hydrated will help with over all health and weight loss.
We have highly oxygenated, alkaline water for our clients.
Our clients enjoy exercising on a mini trampoline breathing in
oxygen. This is called Exercise With Oxygen Therapy (EWOT).
We have found this to be a superior form of exercise that will boost
your metabolism to burn fat.
We are the most comprehensive weight loss center in Mexico
and most areas of the world. We have been doing this for over 25
years, and we have refined and tailored our weight loss program to
individual needs.

Zoli
Hargitai,
owner /
founder of
The Holistic
Bio Spa

The Holistic Bio Spa
Is located in Plaza Marina, Local B-10.
Open Monday to Friday from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tel: 221-1607.
www.holisticbiospa.com
Email: Info@holistic-bio-spa.com
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Krystal Frost

I am up visiting my Mother in the
U.S. and notice she salts all her food a
bit heavy-handedly and over the years
has developed eczema. She visited
her dermatologist who gave her
(after many trial and error creams) an
expensive prescription which kinda
works maybe… This trial and error
technique of diagnosis seems to be a
norm these days.
So read on, Mom... and am happy
you liked the Himalayan salt we
introduced you to.
The modern diet of processed
foods, fast food, and microwave
meals could be to blame for a sharp

increase in autoimmune diseases
such as multiple sclerosis, including
alopecia, asthma and eczema.
A team of scientists from Yale
University in the U.S and the
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg,
in Germany, say processed food,
cured meats, bacon, table salt, bread,
canned soups, etc,, diets play a part in
this increase. (DUHH!)
‘This study is the first to indicate that
excess refined and processed salt may
be one of the environmental factors
driving the increased incidence of
autoimmune diseases,’ they said.
Foods at fast food restaurants as
well as processed foods at grocery
retailers represent the largest sources
of sodium intake from refined salts.

U.S./ Canadian processed and fast
foods are often more than twice as
salt-laden as those of other countries.
While government-led public health
campaigns and legislation efforts
have reduced refined salt levels in
many countries, the U.S. government
has been reluctant to press the issue
(The GOV being your safety net?)
That has left fast-food companies free
to go salt crazy, says Norm Campbell,
M.D., one of the study’s authors and
a blood-pressure specialist at the
University of Calgary.
Many low-fat foods rely on salt–
and lots of it–for their flavor. One
packet of KFC’s Marzetti Light
Italian Dressing might only have
15 calories and 0.5 grams fat, but it
also has 510 mg sodium–about 1.5
times as much as one Original Recipe
chicken drumstick.
Bread is the No. 1 source of refined
salt consumption in the American diet,
according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. Just one 6-inch
Roasted Garlic loaf from Subway - just
the bread, no meat, no cheeses, no
nothing - has 1,260 mg sodium, about
as much as 14 strips of bacon (!)
How refined salt causes
autoimmune disease
The Yale team studied the role of
T helper cells in the body. These
activate and ‘help’ other cells to fight
dangerous pathogens such as bacteria
or viruses and battle infections.
Previous research suggests that a
subset of these cells – known as Th17
cells – also play an important role in the
development of autoimmune diseases.
Scientists discovered that exposing
these cells in a lab to a table salt
solution made them act more
‘aggressively.’ (road rage?)
They found that mice fed a diet
high in refined salts saw a dramatic
increase in the number of Th17 cells in

their nervous systems that promoted
inflammation. ‘Today, Western diets
all have high salt content and that has
led to increase in hypertension and
perhaps autoimmune disease as well.’
The team next plan to study the role
that Th17 cells play in autoimmune
conditions that affect the skin.
‘It would be interesting to find out
if patients with psoriasis can alleviate
their symptoms by reducing their salt
intake,’ they said.
Stick to good salts
Refined, processed and bleached salts
are the problem. Salt is critical to our
health and is the most readily available
non-metallic mineral in the world. Our
bodies are not designed to process
refined sodium chloride since it has no
nutritional value. However, when a salt
is filled with dozens of minerals such as
in rose-coloured crystals of Himalayan
rock salt or the grey texture of Celtic
salt, among other natural salts, our
bodies benefit tremendously for their
incorporation into our diet.
“These mineral salts are identical
to the elements of which our bodies
have been built and were originally
found in the primal ocean from where
life originated,” argues Dr Barbara
Hendel, researcher and co-author of
Water & Salt, The Essence of Life.
“In water, salt dissolves into mineral
ions,” explains Dr Hendel. “These
conduct electrical nerve impulses
that drive muscle movement and
thought processes. Just the simple act
of drinking a glass of water requires
millions of instructions that come from
mineral ions. They’re also needed to
balance PH levels in the body.”
Mineral salts are healthy because
they give your body the variety of
mineral ions needed to balance its
functions, remain healthy and heal.
We are lucky to have low sodium
sea salt and natural sea salt from a salt
mine a couple of hours south of P.V.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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Giselle Bellanger

Loss can be abrupt and unexpected
or planned and anticipated. Loss
can be from a relationship breakup, divorce, or from the death of a
partner, family member or friend. I
have personally experienced both;
an unexpected divorce, my father’s
anticipated death from Alzheimer’s,
and more recently (2 years ago) my
boyfriend’s abrupt death.
Besides
death,
abrupt
and
unexpected loss can result from a
partner suddenly announcing he/she is
leaving you. Many times a break-up or
divorce is not a mutually agreed upon
decision. There is an immediate shock,
anger, and a sense of powerlessness for
the one being left. They feel blindsided
and don’t even know how to respond at
first. There is an incredible agonizing
loneliness. Managing their new reality
and accepting it is a long and very
painful process.
A planned and anticipated loss
can result from a terminal illness
or a relationship break-up. With an
anticipated relationship break-up
there’s usually been a specific and very
significant event which the couple
decides has caused irreparable damage
or the couple has been drifting apart
and finally decide to go their separate
ways.
In such cases, everyone
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involved has had time to prepare and
accept the inevitable. Their painful
process began long before the actual
loss. They already began adapting
to life without their partner and have
suffered the painful reality of the loss
before it actually occurs. Most often,
once the person has passed away or
the divorce is final, there is a huge
sense of relief.
The infamous 5 stages of grieving
defined by Elizabeth KublerRoss include shock/denial, anger,
bargaining, sadness/depression, and
acceptance. Not everyone goes through
every stage and you can go through
them in any order and sometimes
struggle with more than one at once.
They are worth mentioning because I
think it helps define the process we all
go through in one way or another and
knowing what to call it helps validate
our experience. It is also important
to note that when Ms. Kubler-Ross
created this list she was focusing on
the person dying of the illness, not the
ones left behind. Over time, it became
very clear that everyone involved went
through this process.
Allow the grieving process
Allowing the grieving process is
very important. It cannot be rushed
and you cannot just decide one day

when it should be over. You should not
try to turn your tears off like a faucet.
Let them flow. If you feel angry, say it,
write it down. If you are scared, admit
it. The usual time it takes to fully
“recover”; to feel whole and complete
again, to have a sense of self again, and
have a renewed sense of enthusiasm
about your life, is one and a half years.
“In order to heal it, you must feel it.”
(John Bradshaw). Allow the process
and respect its power to heal.
Regarding “loss”, Dawna Markova
in her book, I Will Not Live An
Unlived Life (2000, Conari Press,)
states that “loss strips away so much”
(pg88). “Loss can help us loosen
our grip on all understandings of
ourselves and the world so they can
be rearranged into a higher and wider
order. Loss can help us find and know
our strength… and help us find what
we truly value.” (pg90). Yes, loss is a
very necessary and inevitable part of
life and it brings forth many lessons
and insights if we remain open.
Still have to learn to live
without that person
During the grieving process, you
still have to learn to live without that
person; you cannot wait until you are
done grieving before you live again. No
matter what happened and no matter if
you were part of the decision or whether
it was imposed on you, life goes on.
You still have to adapt. Many years ago
shortly after my abrupt separation and
pending divorce, a colleague looked me
right in the eyes and told me to “get a
life”. Okay, “get a life”, I thought and
then had to question, “What does that
even look like”?
I had to figure out what life feels
like without him. I had to consider
what it is like to plan something
without considering whether he could
or wanted to do it? I had to feel what
it was like to go out without him and
go do things without him at my side
enjoying the activity or complaining
about it? I wondered who I would
travel with, work-out, eat, talk, share,
sleep, or cry with.
Accept and heal
Either
way,
unexpected
or
anticipated, you have been set free,

whether you wanted to be or not. Even
though you may struggle with “why”
and obsess over what could have been
or should have been, acceptance is still
necessary. In order to promote your
healing, you must accept that there is a
reason and it is for your higher purpose,
and it was for the higher purpose of the
one you lost as well.
Now that you are free
My saying that you are free, doesn’t
mean that you felt trapped, it just
means you are literally not attached
to that person or that relationship
anymore and so you are free. Free to
go forward on your life path, to explore
different options that the relationship
may not have allowed or nurtured,
free to choose differently. The energy
space has opened for reasons we may
not understand. It may be to allow
opportunities and people into your
life that could not have entered before.
You may find your next relationship or
your next life purpose.
Following a huge loss, Markova
realizes that she is “Free to follow
myself, free to find my own rhythm,
my own routine, my own calendar”
(pg117). “It’s time to discover what
my own life’s orbit is like without (“x”
person’s) gravitational field” (pg118).
Integrate all of it
Take every lesson and every memory
and include them as you go forward;
integrate all of it into your being.
Discover who you’ve become because
of the relationship and who you are
without it and embrace it. What’s
changed and what’s stayed the same?
What do you want to do the same and
differently? What dreams and goals
are the same and what ones need to be
reconsidered? Become who you were
meant to be because this person came
into your life and because they now
have left you!

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available
for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info:
ggbelangerpv@gmail.com Mex cell:
044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Harriet Murray

Total active listing prices of condos, houses, land, commercial,
business, fractional and multi-family in the Flex MLS as of Dec 31,
2017 was $770,130,944. This is from 1,389 active listings in the
zones of Puerto Vallarta, Riviera Nayarit, and Sierra Madre Jalisco.
The average listed price of these properties was $554,450.
During 2017, there were as many as 3,427 active listings with a total
dollar value of $1,617,541,015. There is an unknown percentage of
sales not reported, nor listed outside of our Flex reporting. We are
not sure how large this inventory is or how much monetary value.
We are reporting as a private organization, and are not including
government figures and such programs as Infonavit sales.
At the end of 2017, we had sold inventory in the amount
$262,110,042., up 36% over 2016 sales. The average sales price of
all the inventory sold has gone up 4% to $298,871. We sold 16.2%
of our total inventory.
The message here is that we are selling properties at an average
sales price 54% of the average listed price. This indicates a
continuation of a buyer’s market. Can we sell more if we are closer
to the prices at which properties are selling? Why are listed prices
so much higher than actual sales? How can we become a seller’s
market in a future time?
CONDOS
625 condos sold in 2017, UP 36% over the previous year. Total
sales were $173,196,021. Average condo price sold was $277,144.
Discounts averaged 7%. Almost all areas of the bay are very active
with condo sales, and prices vary depending on the area. A buyer
can buy under $100,000. to over a Million USD, depending on the
community or town.

HOMES
230 homes were sold in 2017. Total sales were $72,446,157.
Average sales price was $364,051., down 2% from the year prior.
Average discount was 8%. Most communities in the Flex system are
reporting sales. Prices range from under $100,000. to $3,275,000.
Punta Mita under reports sales.
LAND
39 land sales were reported in 2017. Sales volume is up to
$14,046,449. Average sales price is up to $312,143. with a 6%
average discount of list price. Fewer communities report land sales.
La Cruz, Nuevo Vallarta West, San Pancho, Sayulita, and South
Shore are the most active.
COMMERCIAL
Most activity is reported in North and South Centro, Vallarta.
Fractional and business and multi-family stats are very few.
Of interest is the Sold DOM (Days on the Market) by area:
Puerto Vallarta in 2017 was 371.
Riviera Nayarit was 456, and Sierra Madre Jalisco 590.
Pending sales were 1,013 the end of 2017.
877 units sold compared to 792 units expired.
Information is deemed to be reliable
but not guaranteed MLS and FBS.
All amounts are shown in U.S. Dollars.
This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices and
my personal experiences in the Puerto Vallarta-Bahía de Banderas
areas. I recommend that each potential buyer or seller of Mexican
real estate conduct his own due diligence and review.

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com www.casasandvillas.com
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Stan Gabruk
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

As is normally the case, coming
into the middle part of January we’re
seeing the abundance of warm water
species start to thin out. Amazingly
enough, water temperatures are at
79 degrees. Which is a comfortable
temperature if you’re a Sailfish or
Striped Marlin. Once again, this
week the bay continues to be an “all
you can eat bait smorgasbord”. It’s
like peole going to a food fair, we
just have to try everything until we
can’t put another “anything” in our
mouth. But we do anyway. Same
deal, the “locals” have so much to
eat you have to find the one with
the “munchies”. That may sound
dire, but in reality, for right now
we’re doing well and you can get
fish to take baits. If you’re looking
for more of a sure thing fishing,
you have the bay with action at the
ready. Yes, we have good fishing,
but it’s never automatic, amigos.
For the last week or so, I’ve been
suggesting shorter days closer in.
For the person looking for larger
fish and willing to take a chance,
then there are larger fish to be had.
Last week we were looking at
a heavy duty full moon and it did
seem to affect the fishing, but
we’ve moved past that now, so
we’re actually seeing some warm
water species hanging around El
Banco and Corbeteña this past
week. The same week I told you
to avoid this area, so much for my
crystal balls stats! At El Banco
some 10 to 15 miles out, you’ll find
250-lb Striped Marlin, Sailfish are
also in the area. Look for Spinner
Dolphin which are running with
Football Yellowfin Tuna in the 25 to
45-lb range. There could be some
Dorado around the high spots but

no one has reported any. If in the
area, worth dropping some baits.
Corbeteña has been much the same
as El Banco with Striped Marlin in
the 250-lb range. There was a 500lb Blue Marlin hook-up this week
but it was lost at the gaff. Possible
Dorado in the 25-lb range. If you
find Spinner Dolphin or birds, head
in that direction! Your chances of
boating fish in these areas is just a
bit better than 50 / 50.
El Moro is seeing Cubera Snapper
at 40 lbs., Punta Mita is still running
with 25-lb Dorado or so around the
buoy and a touch farther out. 6 to
8 miles offshore, you’ll find Striped
Marlin as well with possible
Sailfish. Not a bad area to head out
to and your chances of boating fish
are better than farther out. There
are plenty of Sierra Mackerel at 12
lbs., Bonito to 35 lbs., and of course
there are Jack Crevalle all around
the area including the Marieta
islands. Eight hours are worth
the effort. A worst case scenario
is head back into the bay and get
smaller game fish action.

Those looking for shorter and
less expensive days will find the
bay is still alive with arm burning
action with the extra advantage of
Whales. Bonito are more abundant
from 20 to 30 lbs. over by Yelapa
with some Skippies as well in the
12-lb range and tasty. Sierra
Mackerel can be found in the
middle of the bay or around the
Ameca River on a daily basis.
Smaller in size they make up for
it in flavor on the table. Don’t
ignore these when you come
across them. Dorado are still
being caught by the lucky in the
20-lb range by Los Arcos as is
the freak Sailfish. With plenty
of Sardines in the bay you’d
think we’d have Rooster fish,
but those that are here are small,
too small to keep. With massive
amounts of bait fish in the bay
it’s amazing we’re getting
anything to take a bait. Goggle
eyes, Flying fish, Sardines, Krill
Squid and Shrimp, but they’re
all moving. This means if you
come across a hungry fish, you’ve
got action, good luck with that one,
amigos! I still suggest six hours in
the bay allowing you find where
they’ve roamed to today.
If as I discussed La Niña last week,
the fishing for the near term will
remain normal with winter species
hanging around in the cooler winter
waters.
When summer comes
along we’ll know how deep this is
going to be. It could be a little later
in the year for us to see warm water

species. But this also means they
hang around a little longer so this
time next year will be good fishing.
Then again, I consulted my crystal
ball, I’ll just cross my fingers and
hope for the best. For now, water
temperatures are holding at 78 / 79
degrees. A touch chilly for Marlin,
but with abundant bait they’ll hand
around for the easy meal. Bait
in the bay is super abundant. As
mentioned earlier Sardines are in
the area, Flying fish at five inches,
Google eyes, Krill Squids and
Shrimp and of course the list goes
on. The funny thing is when it
comes to baits or lures to use this
week, trolling dead baits and lures
are working best. Go figure. The
bite after six weeks now is still
anywhere from 10 to 11:30 as the
tides have a very subtle change this
quarter. Early morning types are
not doing themselves any favors
getting to the fishing grounds too
early, so sleep in a bit, the bite is to
your advantage right now.
Until next week, don´t forget to
kiss Your Fish!
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.
com.mx Local Phone at: (044)
322
779-7571
Facebook:
w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / p a g e s /
Master-Baiters-SportfishingTackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ®
Sportfishing and Tackle is protected
under trade mark law and is the
sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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EMERGENCY
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911
178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

297.7224

39

Airline Directory
AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER
01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000

Sunday Church Services

(See location number on Central Map)

Solution to crossword on page 43
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Solution to Sudoku on page 43
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As I sit down to write this week, CES
2018 (the Consumer Electronic Show)
is just getting underway. CES is held
this time every year in Las Vegas. Slot
machines and poker tables take a back
seat when this show comes to town.
I’ll have more on the big geek techfest
in the coming weeks.
By now, you’ve probably seen
headlines about Apple slowing older
iPhones, reportedly due to battery
performance issues. But it’s not nearly
as simple or sinister as it sounds. Let’s
take a look at exactly what’s going on.
IPhones, like many other consumer
electronics, are powered by lithiumion batteries, which have a limited
lifespan. As the battery in your iPhone
ages, its ability to hold a charge slowly
diminishes-this usually starts after
500 full charge cycles. A chemically
aging battery can also have increased
“impedance”, reducing its ability to
provide a sudden burst of power when
demanded by other components in an
iPhone, such as the CPU and graphics
processor. battery’s impedance will
also temporarily increase when it has a
low charge and/or in cold temperatures.
A battery with a high enough
impedance, may be unable to provide
power quickly enough to the iPhone

when needed, and Apple safeguards
components against the drop in
voltage by shutting down the device.
Apple recognized that iPhones
unexpectedly shutting down on users
is not a good experience, and starting
with iOS 10.2.1, it quietly implemented
a power management feature to
prevent these shutdowns. The update
was released in January 2017, and a
month later, Apple said it saw a major
reduction in shutdowns on its older
iPhones. Apple says it looked at a
combination of an iPhone’s internal
temperature, battery percentage, and
battery impedance, and only if a certain
criterium is met, the iOS will step in to
manage the maximum performance of
some system components, such as the
CPU, and this results in a temporary
slowing down of the processor, in order
to prevent unexpected shutdowns.
Apple said the power management
feature applies to iPhone 6, iPhone 6
Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus, and
iPhone SE models running iOS 10.2.1
or any newer software version. The
feature was also expanded to iPhone 7
and iPhone 7 Plus models running iOS
11.2 or any newer software version.
But again, this “slowing down” of
the device, only gets triggered if the

battery condition dictates it.Apple
is not permanently or persistently
slowing down older iPhones with a
wide brush either. Even if your iPhone
is affected, the performance limitations
only happen intermittently, when the
device is completing demanding tasks.
The power management only occurs
in spurts, when needed, and ensures a
smoother distribution of system tasks,
rather than larger, quick spikes of
performance all at once, which was the
root cause of iPhone shutdowns.
Any older iPhone models are
currently not affected by this change,
including the iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c,
iPhone 5, iPhone 4s, iPhone 4, iPhone
3Gs, iPhone 3G, and the original iPhone,
even though some of those models have
also experienced shutdowns. The latest
iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, and iPhone X
are also currently not affected.
So how do you know if your iPhone is
one of the ones being “slowed down”?
First question is, do you have an iPhone
7, iPhone 7Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 6
Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus, and
iPhone SE models running iOS 10.2.1
or any newer software version? Then
the answer is maybe. Well, there are
a few different ways to check this,
involving geek tools to do benchmark
tests on your battery. This is a little
daunting for the average user. But fear
not, Apple has announced (in part to the
public relations firestorm) that in early
2018, Apple will release an iOS update
with new features that give users more
visibility into the health of their iPhone’s
battery, so they can see for themselves
if its condition is affecting performance.
This will likely be the easiest solution.
Now the fact that Apple made this

“slowdown” of some older iPhones,
to fix a battery shutdown problem, in
itself is not a bad thing. The bad thing,
is how Apple handled this change and
kept it very hush-hush. That made the
conspiracy theorists go crazy and claim
Apple was doing this to get people to
buy newer iPhones.
Of course, the obligatory mea culpa
to the world happened and Apple also
has now offered ANY iPhone owners
a discounted priced on the battery
replacement (whether under a warranty
or out of warranty). The regular price
for Apple to replace your iPhone
battery was $79. US and has now been
discounted to $29. US for all of 2018.
So if your iPhone 6 or newer, is over
a year old and out of warranty, the next
12 months are a good chance to get
your iPhone back into new condition,
as far as performance goes, and take
advantage of the heavily discounted
battery replacement program. Whatever
the public relations reasoning, it’s a
good chance for consumers to save a
few bucks… and I’m all for that!
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click on
“articles”. See you again next week...
until then, remember: only safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs,
Data Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-calls
available. Cellular 044-322-157-0688
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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From the Vallarta Botanical Garden...
13 - Plant sale for garden members only
– 15% Off
15 - International Peace Garden Celebration
18 - Curator’s Sunset Cocktail Social
26 - Orchids of Mexico Lecture 11 a.m.

Dear Friend of the Garden,
Thanks to the support and generous
donations of our members of all levels, the
Vallarta Botanical Garden is proud to have
been selected to host the American Public
Gardens Association 2018 Directors of
Large Gardens Conference here in February.
Chief executives of the largest and most
prestigious botanical gardens in the US and
Canada will grace us with their presence.
Hosting a prestigious international
conference and receiving some of the
most accomplished leaders in our field is
only one indication of the recognition our
organization is now receives.
Indicators for the Vallarta Botanical
Garden clearly demonstrate that our local
community values us as both a deserving
institution and a thoroughly enjoyable
destination. Through the support of our
members and the local community, the
Garden continues to create beauty and
inspiration, works to educate our citizens
and visitors, and helps conserve our local
flora and fauna.
Members of the Vallarta Botanical
Garden should be proud of the role they
play in advancing our work and co-creating
with us.
For those thinking of joining the Vallarta
Botanical Garden for the first time, or
deepening your relationship by advancing
to a new membership level or by making a
donation, please see our membership team
upon your next visit. Please let us know
what you value most about the Garden, its
projects, and its programs. As our garden
receives no government support, we rely
on the generosity of our community of
supporters for then garden to continue
flourishing, for the good of Puerto Vallarta
and our beloved country of Mexico. Each
of you makes a big difference in our
success!
In gratitude and friendship,
Bob Price
Curator and Founder, VBG

Garden Amenities and Services

An imaginatively designed and well-attended
Garden is a place of constant surprise. Only so
much can be planned and orchestrated and the
rest is left to nature to run its course usually
with fantastic results beyond any reasonable
expectations.
As part of the Garden’s membership team, we
set goals for our program to meet the Garden’s
needs and pursue its vision for developing a
special place of inspiring beauty and powerful
experiences with our natural world. Beyond
working towards our goals though, we’ve
learned to tie ourselves less to our preconceived
expectations and focus strongly on the vision
that has attracted so many others to be part of
the Garden’s amazing family.
This past year, the VBG has built Mexico’s
International Peace Garden, expanded our
forest preserve, redesigned our Pet Cemetery
and Garden of Memories, making great strides
in plant science and the construction of the
Cacti and Succulent Plant House, and much
more. For us to continue building on this
great stream of success, the support of our
community, especially through memberships,
is as important as ever. So a big thank you to
all who have joined this family, and a warm
invitation to everyone else.
We invite you to join the family that preserves
the Garden forever!
Becoming a member is easy & provides great
benefits: www.vbgardens.org/memberships
Michaela Flores
Membership Director
memberships@vbgardens.org

Visit the Garden’ Hacienda de Oro
Restaurant for authentic Mexican food and
brick-oven pizza. Hike the Garden’ nature
trails and bask in tropical mountain scenery.
Experience the very best of Vallarta!
The entry fee is $200. Pesos per person
(good for 2 consecutive days). Children
4 and under admitted free of charge when
accompanied by a parent and/or legal
guardian. We remain one of the best vacation
values in the entire Puerto Vallarta region
and one of the most popular - currently
ranked as the #3 “Things to Do in Puerto
Vallarta”!
Wheelchair accessible parts of the Garden
include the Vallarta Conservatory of Orchids
and Native Plants, the lower ﬂoors of the
Hacienda de Oro Visitor Center (including
areas with restaurant service), restrooms,
the Holstein Tropical House, and the Daneri
Vireya Rhododendron House as well as
several trails linking these areas. No
wheelchairs for loan or rent.
Pets are welcome when kept on leash
in their owner’s control and their waste is
picked up immediately. Extra fee of $50
pesos per pet applies.
The Garden is located about a 30-minute
drive south of Old Town PV, on Carretera a
Barra Navidad at km 24, just past Las Juntas
y Los Veranos, all easily accessible by public
transportation. As of January 1, 2018, this
is still only $25 pesos each way. Catch the
bus at the corner of Aguacate & V. Carranza
in the Romantic Zone. Tell the bus driver
to stop when you see you have reached the
gardens otherwise, he may not stop! First
bus usually leaves 7:30 or 8 a.m., usually
leaving every half hour, last bus back to PV
is usually at 5 p.m. except Sundays when we
recommend the 4:30 p.m. bus to play it safe.
Be careful crossing the highway! Tel.: 2236182. Open every day from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
www.vbgardens.org
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Tommy Clarkson

Pithecellobium dulce
Family: Fabaceae
Also known as: Madras
Thorn, White ‘Opiuma’,
Devil’s Necklace, Monkey
Earrings, Monkey Pod,
Jungle Jalebi or Black Bead
Across the street, where we’re
expanding the gardens, grows a large
Pithecellobium
dulce - but Ana and José call it by
one of its Spanish names, guamúchil.
(To my ear, when they say its name, it
sounds like wah-moochee.)
Our poor, ancient, bedraggled “guy”
is now near the optimal projected height
of a mature one, around fifty feet (15.24
meters). Between horrendous, large-limb
snapping, wind storms, the ferocious
eroding force of driving rains around its
hillside root base, and the capricious and
seemingly uncaring assaults made upon
it by CFE electric line tree trimming
crews, it looks raggedy and a bit more
than worse for wear…. but then, come to
think of it, so do I!
Early on let me explain, regardless
of its name, it is no relation to the
molasses-colored tamarind and,
furthermore with no original “roots”
in the Philippines, the first part of its
name is also a misnomer.
During “season,” our Ola Brisa
family/team - and no few of the
neighbors and casual passers-by
- thoroughly enjoy harvesting its
spirally-twisted, interesting-tasting
“fruit” - which I always describe as
looking like string beans on LSD!
These are four to six-inch (10.16 15.24 cm) twisted, red, cylindrical
pods containing, three to eight round,
slightly rough-textured, white arils.
(An aril is “a cover that forms on

certain seeds after fertilization” but
- between us - that’s the good part
to eat!)) Inside these are glossy, dark
seeds that look a great deal like shiny,
deep brownish-black M&Ms.
The vegan Internet site, The Earth of
India, says the fruit “is chewy, doughy,
slightly papery and mildly grainy, with
a flesh that dissolves on the tongue.”
Suffice it to say that it definitely has
a different texture and taste. But I
encourage you to try one/some.
(For a site with great pictures of this
fruit, go to your search engine and
type in the common and Latin names. I
would put the address here but it takes
up three lines!)
To me, the leaves seem to be a bit
nondescript in appearance, but I’ll
endeavor to describe them nonetheless.
They are bipinnate on compound
leaves. This means twice pinnate which, in turn, means they are lobed or
feather-like. These are leaves divided
into several parts with the first division
being further pinnately divided with
two leaflets per pinna (the first division
of a pinnate leaf) that have elliptic
blades with unequal sides between
three-eighths to two and a quarter
inches (0.95 - 5.72 cm) long.
(Whew! Are you as exhausted as I am
after wading through that definition?)
But hold on, we’ve just a little bit
more about the physical size and
attributes of this interesting tree. The
Manila Tamarind′s small, delicate
flowers are three quarters of an inch
(1.91 cm) in diameter, borne on
axillary panicles, but sadly, very few
folks stop to admire these blossoms.
With good drought tolerance and
moderate wind and salt tolerance, it
can certainly handle full sun, in welldraining soil.
Native to the region stretching
from Mexico to Venezuela and now
naturalized in the Caribbean, Southern
Florida, and tropical Asia, this poor

The fruit of the Manila Tamarind
looks like sun-burned string
beans that took LSD, getting
severely gnarly and twisted.

Its elliptic-bladed leaves are
compound, bipinnate having
two leaflets per pinna,
with unequal sides.

guy is considered a large, unwanted
weed in Hawaii. Regardless what
some of the snooty tree elitists in the
Aloha State may think, many enjoy
using the Manila Tamarind quite
effectively as street trees. Otherwise,
they’re also incorporated in folks’
yards as shade trees and, sometimes
because of their spiny thorns, in the
role of thorny hedges.
An interesting aside as to its history
- according to the book, Florida
Ethnobotany, “botanists thought
India was [Pithecellobium dulce’s]
native land based on reports sent by
Europeans exploring India’s coasts
in 1705. In the [documents], they
describe several sightings of the
bizarre, twisted fruits. Earlier records
from 1650, however, revealed that the
Spaniards brought the fruits from the
New World to the Philippines. From
the Philippines, this tree then spread
throughout the rest of Southeast Asia.”
However, in the hackneyed cliché
of so many tawdry “infomercials,”
“But wait, there’s more!” A drink
can be made from that fruit pulp; the
tree’s timber can be employed for
construction purposes; the ripe, fallen
pods can be used as cattle fodder; a
yellow dye can be made from the bark;
in Hawaii the seeds are sometimes used
in leis; and various parts of the tree have
homeopathic, medicinal applications.

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_
Brisa_Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens,
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced
tropical paradise nestled on a hill overlooking
the magnificent vista of Santiago Bay.
Leisurely meander its curved, paved path,
experiencing, first hand, a delicious array
of palms, plants and flowers from all over
the world. Or e-mail questions to him at
olabrisa@gmail.com For back issues of
“Roots”, gardening tips, tropical plant book or
to schedule a tropical garden lunch, please
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

A mature specimen can grow to
fifty feet or more in height.

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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34. In ___ (not yet born)
35. Turkey's locale
Across

1

1. Maître d's offering

14

15

5. Name on planes, once

17

18

10. Storyline

19

14. Drug dealer's customer

22

2

3

4

5

24
30

33

18. Hirsute Himalayan beast

39

40

19. Rug rat

42

43

20. Vintner's preﬁx

45

21. RR stop

49

31. Stein contents

67

32. PC monitor part
33. Exotic jelly ﬂavor
36. "The Soup ___"
(classic "Seinfeld" episode)
38. ___ Tzu (toy dog)
39. Appropriate comment
for this puzzle
42. Jockey strap
43. Asia's ___ Sea

34

35

36

25

11

12

13

27

57

28

Down

38. Reporter Brenda
of the comics

2. Bar, legally

40. Magma, after surfacing

3. Not o'er

41. Rural village
in South Africa

4. Large coffee container

46. Nimble

6. Spahn teammate Johnny

48. Most up to the task

41

7. Monk's superior

50. Marchers' camp

44

8. "Can ___ dreaming?"

51. Les ___-Unis

9. Slower, in mus.

53. Hard on the ears

10. Tetra- plus one

54. Muscat native

11. Secure oneself in port

55. Fusilli or rotini

64

12. "… man ___ mouse?"

58. "Ah so!"

66

13. Sound of rebuke

60. TV regulatory grp.

69

16. Have a sample of

61. Marker letters

48
52

53

58

63

68

54

55

59

20. Tatum of "Paper Moon"

62. Old hand

23. Former Nascar
driver Ernie

64. Inexpensive pen

44. Pinker in the middle

59. G.P. grp.

45. La-la lead-in

60. Project's conclusion

46. An ex of Frank

64. Bikini parts

47. Coal-rich German region

65. Is compliant

49. Mets contest at Shea, e.g.
52. Go from pub to pub
56. "Lord, is ___?"

66. "___ it a pity?"
68. Day one

30. Memory trace

57. Cash holder

69. ___ Pet

33. Waist size

67. Smoke or salt, maybe

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution to Sudoku on Page 39

37. Celestial altar

1. They're required

5. Composition's original form

32
38

51

62

26

37

47

50

61

10

31

46

56

65

9
16

23

17. Lee of Marvel Comics

29. Neural network

8

21

29

60

7

20

15. TV antenna of old

22. Tourist attraction near Giza
24. Pacino danced it in
"Scent of a Woman"

6

63. ___ Solo of "Star Wars"

25. Filberts
26. Wiesel who wrote "Night"
27. Dirt
28. Catchall category

Solution to Crossword
on Page 39

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

39
1

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

1

3

